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Overview of Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 we introduce computer net-
working, ad hoc networks, and what we mean by a network protocol. Then
we describe the research issues addressed in the thesis and identify the cen-
tral contributions. In Chapter 2 we discuss three complementary methods of
correct network protocol construction: the use of software development frame-
works, modularization, and the evaluation of specifications and software com-
ponents. Chapter 3 discusses performance evaluation, formal verification, and
hybrid evaluation methods in detail. Chapter 4 describes the network protocols
we study and Chapter 5 details our analyses and accounts for our results. In
Chapter 6, related efforts within the different fields of study are described and
finally in Chapter 7 we provide concluding remarks and interesting directions
for future work.

Papers I–VI follow. Paper I is a reprint of publication [136]. Papers II
and III are, minimally edited, reprints of publications [143] and [144]. Pa-
per IV is a reprint of publication [98]. Paper V is an extended version of pub-
lication [121], previously published as [120], which is here minimally edited.
Paper VI is a reprint of paper [77] which has been submitted for publication.
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1. Introduction

This thesis is about developing methods that make computer networks more
reliable. Computer networks are ubiquitous in the world around us, the In-
ternet being the most widely recognized. During the past decade people have
come to depend on the Internet as their primary source for finding information
and for using a variety of other services, such as e-banking and travel booking.
Lesser known is that a modern car also depends on a communications network
for exchanging messages between different system units. In the case of the In-
ternet it is accepted, even expected, that the requested service is unavailable
from time to time. Driving to work or school, however, a malfunctioning net-
work in the car can have devastating consequences.

Lately, computer networking has increasingly become wireless. The per-
sonal computers, which constitute most of the Internet end points, have been
released from the wire to the wall – the edges of the Internet are now of-
ten wireless links. However, people are still limited to moving around in the
vicinity of a wireless base station. Roaming is usually not possible, without
resorting to the cellular phone network. To extend the range of wireless base
stations, or to form a temporary network among a group of people, a so called
mobile ad hoc network (MANET) can be utilized, as depicted in Figure 1.1.
Another important application area of ad hoc networks is in communication
between sensors. These can, for example, be used to monitor the pollution in
a rural area. Our focus in this thesis is on the correctness of computer software
written to enable MANETs.

Figure 1.1: Devices communicating in a MANET.

To form a network, the participants need a way to structure communica-
tion in order to avoid chaos. To understand this, think of two people having
a conversation. When one of the persons is talking the other one is generally
silent. If both persons were talking at the same time it would be much more
difficult to convey information. In a group of people talking the situation be-
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comes even worse if the parties do not adhere to the protocol of talking one at
a time. In a similar fashion, the communicating parties in computer networks
need to adhere to protocols to successfully exchange information. Our main
interest in this work is to study the correctness of such protocols and their
implementations.

We begin by considering what network protocols are and what their cor-
rectness criteria can be. Then follows an account of the central research issues
addressed in this thesis. Finally, we summarize our contributions.

1.1 Network Protocols
Protocol Stack

We use the term network protocol to refer to both the protocol specification
and the program code, used to implement the protocol. Network protocols are
commonly structured hierarchically in a protocol stack. The purpose of the
stack is to organize protocols in terms of layers, with the protocol closest to
the transmission medium at the bottom.

Being close to the transmission medium means that the lowest level pro-
tocols deal with the physical electrical or electromagnetic signaling, used to
transmit bits of information. As we get higher up in the hierarchy, we abstract
more from the transmission medium, and introduce functionality for bundling
data into packets, providing delivery guarantees, and routing packets to their
destinations. The layering thus means that a protocol operating in one layer
of the stack should provide functionality for the protocol above it, and expect
functionality to be provided by the layer below.

Application

Transport (TCP, UDP)

Network (IP, routing)

Data Link (802.3, 802.11)

Physical (802.3, 802.11)

Figure 1.2: TCP/IP protocol stack.

The standardized computer networking layering model, the OSI reference
model [65], consists of seven layers. The TCP/IP model [79], used in the In-
ternet today, only has five (see Figure 1.2). These are (1) the physical layer,
which we discussed above, (2) the data link layer, responsible for transmit-
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ting data between network nodes on the same network segment, or link, (3)
the network layer, which provides functionality for transmitting packets over
several network segment, thus routing them to the right segment where the
destination is connected, (4) the transport layer, which provides a more reli-
able data delivery service; this can be a data stream interface which abstracts
from the actual packets as in, e.g., the TCP protocol, and (5) the application
layer, where user level networking applications are located. The difference to
the OSI model is that there the application layer is further divided into three
layers: “session”, “presentation”, and “application”.

Routing Protocols

The Internet consists of many local area networks (LANs), connected via se-
quences of links. There are both technical and administrative reasons for this
division. First, if all the attached computers were directly connected it would
be nearly impossible to transmit any data at all, due to constant transmission
interference. Second, different link- and physical layer technologies can be
used in different network segments. Third, it is possible to traverse the net-
work using different paths, which increases robustness. Fourth, because the
number of network addresses in the Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4, the ver-
sion predominantly used as network protocol in the Internet today) is limited,
a way to reuse them is to use special local addresses that are only valid in
each LAN. Then, through Network Address Translation (NAT) the local ad-
dresses are exchanged for one common global IPv4 address for traffic leaving
the LAN. Fifth, dividing the network into segments yields a natural division
into administrative domains.

If two communicating parties in a network are not direct neighbors, i.e.,
located on the same network segment, data packets need to be routed between
connected segments. To perform the task of setting up correct routes, a rout-

ing protocol needs to be running in the network. In traditional networks, like
the Internet, the routing protocol is running on dedicated machines, called
routers. These routers connect network segments and exchange information
about where segments are located. In ad hoc networks, every machine partic-
ipating in the network needs to act as a router, since the network topology is
highly dynamic and connectivity fluctuates. Therefore, the routing protocols
developed for ad hoc networks are required to react more rapidly to network
changes and to handle a flat address space, i.e., an address space which is not
organized into groups of addresses.

Routing protocols, including those for ad hoc networks, are conceptually
located in the network layer. In this thesis, we study five ad hoc routing pro-
tocols: LUNAR [136], DYMO [24], AODV [106], DSR [72], and OLSR [68].
We develop methods to evaluate the correctness of ad hoc routing protocols,
meaning that they work as intended. We aim for the methods developed to be
usable by protocol designers that are not necessarily experts in formal verifi-
cation.
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1.2 Protocol Correctness
A software project usually starts with a set of requirements that the system
is requested to fulfill. These requirements can be provided by a customer or
by the software engineers that build the system. The next step is to turn the
requirements into a specification, which is a more detailed document used as
a blueprint for the implementation. The end product of the implementation
phase is software code that, when running on a machine, should constitute
a system which conforms to the specification, thereby also satisfying the re-
quirements. Depending on which entities we compare, we check if:

• the implementation satisfies the specification,
• the implementation satisfies the requirements, or,
• the specification satisfies the requirements.

Requirements and specifications can be formulated in different ways, rang-
ing from informal human language descriptions to formal mathematical log-
ics. In order to construct a formal proof that a specification fulfills the re-
quirements, or that an implementation corresponds to the specification, both
involved entities need to be expressed unambiguously; to achieve this, the de-
scription language needs to have a formal semantics. Implementations can be
described as program code or in a formal modeling language.

Methods to Achieve Correctness

For the satisfaction relation we make a distinction between partial and ex-
haustive methods. To partially test a protocol means to check only a number
of selected cases. To perform exhaustive testing, all possible situations must
be considered; since this number is usually very large, sometimes even un-
bounded, it is in general not possible to do it. Therefore, partial methods are
employed in the hope to cover the executions that will most often occur in real
use.

For partial protocol testing we have the option to perform real-world tests,
where hardware, software, and the environment are the same as they would be
during real usage of the protocol. Other options are to perform simulations or
emulations. In simulation, hardware components are mimicked using software
counterparts. Protocol implementations and other programs are also often sub-
stituted for software models. Thus, many physical machines can be simulated
by a program running on a single machine. What we refer to as emulation is
when real protocol implementations are used, but the environment in which
they execute is modified to mimic some other environment. This can for ex-
ample be wireless transmission being attenuated to resemble a long distance
between two computers, when in reality they are located very closely. Using
real-world testing, simulation, and emulation we study performance proper-
ties of network protocols, e.g., the average throughput of data. An example of
a kind of result from such an analysis is “Using the protocols, TCP, IP, AODV,
and 802.11b, in scenario X yields an average throughput of Y Mbps”.

As exhaustive methods we consider finite- and infinite-state formal verifica-
tion. Formal verification means that a formal mathematical model of the stud-
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ied entity (a specification or an implementation) is constructed and analyzed,
whereby its full behavior is considered. In the finite-state case, this behavior
is described by a finite number of configurations that can be subjected to an
exhaustive analysis. In the infinite-state case, the number of possible system
configurations is unbounded and must be analyzed schematically.

This thesis contributes to improving the correctness of network protocols in
three areas.

• Software engineering methods, which help preventing coding errors.
• Structured methods for partial testing of network protocols.
• Formal verification that a protocol or a piece of code satisfies a given set of

requirements.

Formal construction methods can also be used to build a correct system
by iteratively refining a formal specification into an implementation [2]. Such
methods are not studied in this work.

1.3 Research Issues Addressed in this Thesis

1.3.1 Limiting Code Bugs

Research issue 1: How can we prevent accidental modifications

to protocol logic when porting code between platforms?

There have been many proposals for ad hoc routing protocols (see [84] for
a comprehensive list), but quite few implementations and even fewer that run
on several different platforms. Paper I describes the work on developing the
LUNAR ad hoc routing protocol; one of its goals was to run under different
operating systems. At the time the paper was written there were no cross-
platform ad hoc routing protocol implementations available. We were inter-
ested in minimizing the effort of maintaining different implementations while
at the same time limiting the number of code bugs.

1.3.2 Performing Structured Live Testing

Research issue 2: How can we perform a comprehensive, dy-

namic, real-world study comparing several ad hoc routing pro-

tocol implementations?

Research issue 3: Can we efficiently trace errors in protocol

logic by combining real-world testing with simulation and emu-

lation?

An interesting issue is to compare implementations of different ad hoc rout-
ing protocol algorithms in the real world, to see if there are differences in their
ability to cope with that environment, compared to how they work in simula-
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tion. At the time the work of Paper IV was performed, the available studies
(see, e.g., [5, 42]) did not expose the dynamic properties of the protocols,
meaning that full-featured protocol implementations were not studied in sce-
narios which included movement. Furthermore, previous studies relied on im-
plementations that used emulation or translation layers to run simulators in
the real world [54, 97, 119] as opposed to running protocol implementations
natively. We believe native implementations have less overhead from schedul-
ing between real time and simulator time. Such overhead might increase the
uncertainty in the results and the conclusions.

1.3.3 Verifying Finite Protocol Instances

Research issue 4: To what extent is model checking scalable in

terms of network size and topological complexity?

A complementary approach to testing a protocol implementation is to ana-
lyze a formal mathematical description of the protocol. In addition to provid-
ing unambiguous descriptions, an advantage is that such models can be ex-
pressed more abstractly than program code and therefore can be used early in
the development process. There have been several studies on analyzing ad hoc
routing protocols executing in finite networks (see, e.g., [41, 28]), using model
checking [31]. However, we found that previous studies either only modeled
static network configurations or did not clearly specify which topologies that
had been studied. Furthermore, in some cases exhaustive searches of the state
space were not performed. It was hard to draw any conclusions about the lim-
itations of exhaustive model checking in terms of complexity of the studied
topologies. We thus saw a need for a structured model checking study of an
ad hoc routing protocol.

1.3.4 Infinite-State Verification

Research issue 5: How can we make an infinite-state verification

method user friendly?

Research issue 6: How can we provide automatic support for an-

alyzing algorithms which manipulate recursive, composite, data

structures such as lists-of-lists?

There have been previous approaches to providing general proofs of
correctness for ad hoc routing protocols, notably the work of Bhargavan,
Obradovic, and Gunter [14, 100] as well as by Das and Dill [40]. However,
these approaches either required significant user interaction or formal
methods expertise, due to their use of mathematical logics for modeling
systems and properties. Furthermore, the extension of fully automatic
infinite-state verification methods to handle recursive data structures (see,
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e.g., [118, 12]) was either limited to certain types of data structures or, again,
required deep knowledge in formal verification techniques in order to devise
suitable helper predicates.

1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are divided into research results, software im-
plementations, and program models.

1.4.1 Research Results
The overall contribution of this thesis is in developing and devising methods
which reduce the number of errors in network protocols. The impact of the
work is therefore the potential of improved protocol robustness. The scientific
contributions of this thesis are summarized below.

Limiting Code Bugs

To address Research issue 1 our approach is to use the same protocol code in
the Windows and Linux versions of LUNAR. This is made possible by writ-
ing substitutes for Linux kernel functionality using Windows Network Driver
Interface Specification (NDIS) [96] function calls.

Our concrete research result is:

• A method which can be adopted by others who are constructing cross-
platform kernel modules (see Paper I).

Performing Structured Live Testing

In Paper IV, our approach to identifying flaws in network protocols is to simu-
late, emulate, and perform real-world testing of three ad hoc routing protocol
implementations: AODV-UU [135], DSR-UU [135], and OOLSR [110]. To
address Research issues 2 and 3 we use the same protocol code in all three
environments; macros provide the interface to the simulation environment.
Simulation complements the real-world testing by giving an indication that the
protocol logic works as expected, under idealized circumstances, in a scenario
similar to the one used in the real world. Scenarios are recreated in a manner
that is comparable across environments. The method is further strengthened
by the fact that unaltered code is used in each environment; thus limiting cod-
ing discrepancies. We provide tools with which to perform the analysis of
network traces and address repeatability of experiments using identical node
configurations and scripted scenarios.

Our concrete research results are:

• A real-world performance comparison of the ad hoc routing protocols
AODV, DSR, and OLSR (see Paper IV). We are the first to compare these
protocols side-by-side in a comprehensive manner.
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• Using the methodology of combining simulations, emulations, and real-
world experiments, to identify three ad hoc routing protocol problems: TCP

backlashing, Self interference, and Link cache poisoning (see Paper IV).
The methodology we suggest can be used by protocol developers or be
further improved by other researchers.

Verifying Finite Protocol Instances

In Papers I, II, and III, we address Research issue 4 by formally verifying
properties of LUNAR, using two different model checking tools: SPIN [62]
and UPPAAL [83]. We construct LUNAR models, which generate finite state
spaces, and perform exhaustive state space searches to check whether a route
can be generated successfully. In Paper III, we introduce additional abstraction
by manually reasoning about the flooding operation used in LUNAR. Thereby
we extend the analysis to larger network configurations.

Our concrete research results are:

• A formulation of correctness requirements for ad hoc routing protocols (see
Papers II and III).

• Statistics from verifying LUNAR route setup in finite network configura-
tions. These results give an indication of the limits of model checking in
ad hoc routing protocol analyses (see Papers II and III). The studies can
be useful in determining suitable verification strategies for other protocols
and for protocol designers to learn verification techniques.

• A suggestion for manual abstraction of ad hoc routing protocol models, to
extend model checking analyses to a wider range of network configurations
(see Paper III). This abstraction can be applied to other protocols that only
use flooding to locate network nodes. The technique can potentially also be
generalized by other researchers.

Infinite-State Verification

We address Research issues 5 and 6 in Papers V and VI. We present auto-
matic methods to verify safety properties of network protocols for unbounded
network configurations and arbitrary topology changes. This is achieved us-
ing a symbolic representation for sets of configurations, in combination with
a backward search from a set of undesired configurations. If an initial config-
uration cannot be reached, then we can be certain that none of the undesired
configurations is reachable in the forward direction. In Paper V we study the
DYMO ad hoc routing protocol and Paper VI deals with heap-manipulating
code, which is a common element of an ad hoc routing protocol implementa-
tion.

Our concrete research results are:

• An automatic proof of correct routing of the DYMO v10 ad hoc routing
protocol (see Paper V). This demonstrates the usefulness of our GBT tool
(see Section 1.4.2) in providing general correctness proofs for concurrent
network protocols. This particular result can also be of use for the DYMO
developers to confirm their assumptions on loop-freedom.
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• A detailed description of how to perform a symbolic backward reachabil-
ity analysis of graph grammars, including the use of negative application
conditions (see Paper V). Other researchers can take advantage of this de-
scription if they are interested in further developing the method or construct
their own graph grammar verification tool.

• A detailed description of how to extend the symbolic backward reacha-
bility analysis with additional abstraction by introducing node types and
summary nodes. This enables us to achieve termination for a wider range
of examples, including heap-manipulating programs (see Paper VI).

• Automatic verification results for algorithms manipulating recursive data
structures (see Paper VI). These provide a proof-of-concept to the verifica-
tion techniques implemented in GBT.

1.4.2 Implementation Work
The work on evaluation of ad hoc routing protocols has contributed to one ad
hoc routing protocol implementation and resulted in a tool for verification of
safety properties of systems modeled as graph grammars.

• We provide a Windows version of the LUNAR protocol, implemented in
a modular way, to reduce the risk of discrepancies between versions. LU-
NAR is open source and available for download [86].

• We provide a graph grammar analysis tool, called GBT [49], which is avail-
able for download, along with a set of example models. GBT is open source
under the GNU General Public Licence (GPL) [131]. Development contin-
ues as a SourceForge.net project [126].

1.4.3 Protocol and Program Models
Several formal models have resulted from our work on ad hoc routing protocol
verification, including the following.

• SPIN and UPPAAL models of the LUNAR ad hoc routing protocol.
• GBT models of the DYMO protocol draft versions 5 and 10.
• GBT models of a set of heap manipulating programs.

These have been used by other researchers [56, 142] in work on, for exam-
ple, distributed model checking. All the mentioned models are available via
the GBT SourceForge.net project site [126].
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2. Correct Network Protocol
Construction

Three complementary strands of contemporary correct network protocol con-
struction can be identified in the literature.

• To use a software development framework, which provides structure to the
program construction process.

• To modularize the software into units that can be evaluated in isolation and
reused several times in different projects.

• To evaluate specifications or produced code using testing or a formal veri-
fication method.

2.1 Software Development Frameworks
The software development process is inherently complex – every program
line written adds to the complexity and makes it more difficult to gain an
overview of the full program and grasp what it is really doing. For network
protocol implementations, the situation becomes even more complex because
these programs work in a distributed fashion, with processes communicating
via message passing. The effect is a rapid growth in state space, due to the
many possible message interleavings.

Even if only a single person is involved in a project, the use of a software
engineering method or best practices has proven essential to success. Com-
ponents of such methods include the use of unambiguous specifications and
careful architecture and system design. Other important ingredients are eval-
uation and documentation processes. More practical issues are the use of an
integrated development environment (IDE) for writing and maintaining code,
version control and backup, as well as systems for reporting and handling bugs
or problems. When more than one person is involved, there is also a need to
facilitate and structure collaboration between developers. Software develop-
ment models and frameworks typically try to address one or more of these
issues.

Waterfall Model

The Waterfall model is a classic process, where one phase is handled at a time
and, once it is finished, the project moves to the next phase. The phases in
the original Waterfall model, proposed by Royce [115], are: system require-
ments, software requirements, analysis, program design, coding, testing, and
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operations. Royce also proposed an alternative model in which each phase and
its successor can be iterated before moving on. However, what is commonly
known as the Waterfall model is the original purely sequential version. There
are many other modified versions, including the Spiral model [16] where pro-
totyping is used to provide an operational prototype, prior to starting the Wa-
terfall phases.

Iterative and Incremental Development

In iterative processes [23], software development is divided into iterations,
where the result of one iteration is fed into the next. Each iteration produces
part of the business value, meaning that it constitutes a step towards, or part
of, the final product: the finished piece of software. Every iteration can involve
one or several of the phases previously mentioned: requirement specification,
analysis, design, coding, testing, or operations (integration, deployment, and
maintenance).

The Unified Process [67] framework is an iterative process which is based
on delivering the software in incremental releases. Agile software develop-
ment methods [4] are also iterative, but with many small incremental releases.
A key difference between the Unified Process and agile methods is the time
spent on initial design. In agile methods, work on the first incremental delivery
is started at once, with architecture and design also being done incrementally.
Listening to and continuously communicating with customers and incorporat-
ing user feedback is central, as well as implementing functionality in an order
devised by the actual users. Examples of agile software development methods
are Extreme programming (XP) [36] and Scrum [129].

2.2 Modularization
A central component in contemporary software development is modulariza-

tion, meaning that the software is divided into components, which interact in
order to provide the required system functionality. There are several advan-
tages of such modularization.

• Work can proceed concurrently on separate components. This is impor-
tant in, e.g., agile methods, which advocate self-organizing teams work-
ing on separate parts of the system. Through the use of so called stubs,
components which are not finished can be used as if they were. Stubs are
components with dummy implementations of the methods in the specified
component interface.

• Components can be tested or verified separately, while abstracting from
and controlling their context. This potentially reduces complexity and state
space explosion.

• Components can be reused. Once finished, the component can be reused in
a different system. In addition to saving effort in re-writing the code, this
has the advantage that components can be certified as tested or verified and
thus considered robust.
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The idea that components can be developed separately, under the
assumption that other components work as specified, is central in Design by
Contract R©1 [91]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the process using three interacting
components.
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Figure 2.1: Three interacting software components.

The people working on component A can require certain inputs to the meth-
ods of this component, enforced using preconditions in the code. Further, they
must ensure the stipulated return values, enforced using postconditions. The
pre- and postconditions can of course mention any system variables within
scope of the component. Invariants of methods can be specified, i.e., condi-
tions that have to remain valid throughout execution of a method. The pro-
grammer can enforce the mentioned conditions by using assertions in the
code; i.e, predicates that she assumes to be true at a particular program line.

2.3 Program Evaluation
Methods to evaluate software project components include

• Testing models or program code, and
• formally analyzing models of specifications or code.

Network protocol testing can further be divided into (a) real-world testing,
where the actual software code is evaluated in a realistic setting, (b) emu-
lation, where the physical environment is (partly or fully) emulated, and (c)
simulation, where part of the code and the whole physical environment are
artificial.

In formal analysis, an important class of methods are non state-based meth-
ods, such as variants of static code analysis. There, the syntactic structure of
a program is analyzed, in order to find bugs and identify potential problems.
Examples are type checking, data-flow analyses, and identification of unused
variables. Compilers provide some of this functionality and there is a variety
of tools that provide extended static checking functionality.

1Design by Contract is a registered trademark of Interactive Software Engineering, Inc.
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In this work, we focus on state-based methods and differentiate between
finite-state verification and infinite-state verification methods. In the finite
case the results are only valid in particular scenarios. In the infinite case, by
employing symbolic representations and abstractions, we can provide gen-
eral proofs of correctness. Abstract interpretation [38] is a way to convert an
infinite-state problem to a finite-state one which can be analyzed using finite-
state methods. Combinations of the above methods, e.g., formal testing, where
formal methods are used to aid in testing by devising test suites that yield a
high test coverage are also used. These methods are complementary; each of
them is useful in a particular situation. Table 2.1 lists the respective methods
and comments on their strengths and weaknesses.

An alternative to formal verification and testing is to construct software
code from formal models, using refinement methods that are themselves
proven formally correct. We omit such formal construction methods in this
work. However, we discuss the opposite, namely how to construct formal
models from code; this is useful when formal methods are employed late in
the development process, when there is already actual program code written.

In this thesis, we address some of the weaknesses listed in Table 2.1 for
real-world testing and formal verification. Our goal is to facilitate the use of
each method in order to leverage their respective strengths.
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Table 2.1: Network protocol evaluation methods.

Evaluation

Method

Strengths Weaknesses

Real-world
testing

Realistic – actual
code and real execu-
tion environment.

Results limited to selected
scenarios. Difficult to
achieve repeatability and
administer tests. Hard to
trace sources of problems.

Emulation Realistic – actual
code and partly
real execution envi-
ronment. Easier to
achieve repeatability
and administer tests
than in real-world
tests.

Not as realistic as real-
world testing due to (partly)
emulated environment. Re-
sults limited to selected
scenarios. Hard to trace
sources of problems.

Simulation Actual code can be
used. Easy to repeat
and administer tests.

Realism dependent on how
closely the simulated envi-
ronment matches the real
situation. Results limited
to selected scenarios/mobil-
ity model. Hard to trace
sources of problems.

Finite-state
formal
verification

Unambiguous and re-
peatable results. Er-
ror trace often pro-
vided. Easy to admin-
ister. Modeling for-
malisms close to pro-
gramming available.
Can be used early in
the development pro-
cess, e.g., on specifi-
cations.

Realism dependent on
model detail and property
studied. Property must
be devised and formal
model constructed. Re-
sults limited to selected
scenarios.

Infinite-
state formal
verification

General, unambigu-
ous, and repeatable
results. Error trace
can be provided.
Easy to administer.
Can be used early
in the development
process, e.g., on
specifications.

Realism dependent on
model detail and property
studied. Property must be
devised and formal model
constructed. Formalisms
and error traces difficult to
work with for non-experts.
Analysis may not terminate.
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3. Protocol Evaluation Methods

The focus of this thesis and its main contributions are within network protocol
evaluation methods; to some extent in performance evaluation, but mainly in
employing automatic formal verification methods to prove correctness. This
section discusses the details of the protocol evaluation methods used in the
remainder of the work.

Common practice in network protocol construction is to evaluate specifica-
tions and implementations using testing. This can either be real-world testing
of a prototype implementation (assumed to correspond to the specification),
testing a network protocol model using simulation, or testing while emulating
the context in which the finished software is supposed to run. Testing is done
to increase the confidence in that the protocol works as intended. In order to
determine if a test is passed, performance is often evaluated, meaning that
some measured quantity is analyzed, for example, number of bits per second
transmitted over a link.

As mentioned, a complementary approach to testing is to mathematically
analyze a formal protocol model. Such formal verification methods provide
certain answers to correctness questions but the usefulness depends on how
well the model captures real protocol behavior. One way to use formal veri-
fication and testing together is to formally analyze the protocol specification
before an implementation has been built, to locate potential problems in the
protocol logic. Then, once a prototype is constructed, it can be evaluated using
testing to determine its performance.

3.1 Protocol Testing
Regardless of the method used, testing a system means to evaluate it by pro-
viding a set of inputs and observing the system behavior, or its output. This is
generally done in a context which resembles the context in which the system
is intended to run in production. If the system output matches the expected
output, as described in a specification, the system passes the test. Otherwise it
fails, the cause of the discrepancy is identified and addressed, after which test-
ing is repeated. Observing system output means different things depending on
the level at which the testing is performed. On class level (in object oriented
languages), for example, observing system output means observing the return
values from methods, and potential abnormal behavior, such as exceptions
being thrown. In our case, when we test ad hoc routing protocol implementa-
tions, we observe the protocol implementation indirectly by studying the per-
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formance of transport layer protocols running concurrently and independently.
We measure the throughput of these other protocols (UDP or TCP) while run-
ning the Ping and IPerf applications to generate traffic. We also check the
paths traversed by routed packets.

The key element in testing is that it is partial, meaning that all possible
program execution paths are not considered. Instead, a set of representative
cases are selected in order to capture relevant situations. This means that one
can never be totally sure of the correctness of a program by testing it. Testing
can increase confidence in correctness and is a valuable tool for tracking code
bugs. A common way to select test cases is to use corner cases, e.g., provide
the minimum and maximum possible integers as input to a function taking
integers.

However, there are more structured ways to generate test cases in order
to achieve a high test coverage (see, e.g., [18, 33, 111]). The aim of such
methods is to compute test sequences that yield a high ranking according to
some control-flow graph coverage criteria. Such criteria are statement cover-
age, branch coverage, loop coverage, path coverage, predicate-complete test
coverage, etc. [151, 10, 34]. For example, the path analysis strategy [64] works
by generating test cases such that different program paths are executed.

3.1.1 Real-World Testing
In the real-world ad hoc routing protocol tests of Paper IV, we focus on a
few special scenarios, which are small but selected according to literature and
experience to identify stress cases for the protocols. An example of such a
scenario is the Roaming node scenario; see Figure 3.1. This scenario aims to
mimic a mesh network, where a mobile user (node 3) communicates with a
gateway (node 0). Route switches need to be performed several times as the
user passes other nodes in the mesh and varies her distance from the gateway.
In the figure we show distances between the positions of the three static nodes
(0, 1, and 2) as well as the distance between node 2 and the location at which
the mobile user turns around and starts moving back to the start point. The
labels A, B, C, and D indicate the mentioned locations. The times in the figure
indicate when, in relation to the start time of the scenario, the mobile node is
at the respective locations. The movement speed is approximately 1.3 m/s.
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Figure 3.1: Logical overview of the Roaming node scenario in Paper IV. The dot-
ted lines indicate movement and the times indicate at what times node 3 passes the
locations A, B, C, and D.
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Orchestrating repeatable tests in a distributed system is a difficult and time-
consuming task. Therefore, a common method to evaluate network protocol
specifications is to construct a prototype and test the prototype in simulation.
Thereby, many bugs can be discovered before a real-world version is built and
tested, thus saving a great amount of effort.

3.1.2 Network Simulation
When evaluating a network protocol using simulation, one or several layers
of the protocol stack are simulated, using models which replace the real com-
ponents. A commonly used discrete event simulator is ns-2 [133]. It is event-
driven, meaning that a time-sorted event queue keeps track of system events
which are dispatched at the appropriate times. Protocols and protocol models
are implemented in C++ and tests are specified using OTcl [105] scripts. In
these scripts, the user specifies which protocols and applications should be
used in the simulation, how the network topology should look, what traffic
is to be generated in the network, the time for the simulation, and what in-
formation should be logged during simulation; additionally a variety of other
parameters can be set, depending on the models employed. Protocol models
included in the ns-2 distribution include TCP, various routing protocols, and
multicast protocols. Wired and wireless physical media models are provided
at the physical layer.

To simulate network topology changes, the user can either specify the exact
initial locations and movements of participating nodes, or randomize move-
ment by providing a set of parameters. These parameters include the size of
the area considered and the mobility model to be used. Regardless of net-
work topology, the number and configuration of participating network nodes
need also be specified. A commonly used mobility model is Random way-
point (introduced in [71] and refined in [19]), in which each network node
randomly chooses a geographical destination point, the waypoint, after which
it starts moving towards that point at randomized constant speed. When the
node reaches the waypoint, it (optionally) pauses for a random amount of time
and then repeats the procedure. This mobility model has received critique for
producing unrealistic and unnatural results (see, e.g., [108, 148]). A central
problem is that real people do not move completely randomly but according
to patterns given by the location of their home, the social groups in which they
are members, etc. Alternative models have therefore been proposed which at-
tempt to capture more realistic behaviors (see, e.g., [93]).

In Paper IV, we mimic the movement of our real-world scenarios in simu-
lation by using schedules for connectivity changes, extracted from real-world
connectivity measurements. The speed of moving nodes varies slightly be-
tween each run, to mimic the variations in real test-subjects’ walking speeds.

One of the main challenges in modeling real-world wireless network be-
havior is to construct a realistic radio model. In ns-2, the user can select be-
tween “FreeSpace”, “TwoRayGround”, and “Shadowing” corresponding to
Friis free space attenuation [48], the two-ray ground reflection [112], and the
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log-normal shadowing model [112]. All three models provide very coarse ap-
proximations of real-world attenuation in indoor scenarios [8, 122].

We settled on using the standard ns-2 “TwoRayGround” model to be com-
parable to other simulation studies and to determine whether this commonly
used model can be used to predict the real world performance of our routing
protocols. Due to multipath propagation [6], a small shift in a node’s position
can result in a major change in perceived signal strength from a neighbor-
ing node. A way to make the evaluation context more realistic is therefore to
emulate the radio channel. Simulations and emulations can also be driven by
connectivity data from trace files, thereby producing repeatable experiments
with realistic connectivity patterns.

3.1.3 Network Emulation
In network emulation methods, the real radio channel is emulated, in order
to achieve a more realistic experimental context than in simulation, and im-
proved repeatability in comparison to real-world testing. To the participating
network nodes, the network appears real in the sense that unmodified network
protocol implementations can be used, i.e., ideally application transparency
is achieved. An example of such an emulated test environment is the OR-
BIT radio grid testbed [113, 104], in which a grid of computers with wireless
interfaces is used to emulate mobility in a real radio environment. Mobility
is emulated by using virtual nodes whose virtual interfaces are switched be-
tween different physical grid-nodes’ physical interfaces as the virtual node
moves through the grid; optionally additional noise can be injected.

In contrast, the emulation we use in Paper IV is a very simple type of emula-
tion where the nodes are stationary and in close proximity, so their radios will
intentionally interfere with each other. Connectivity changes are achieved us-
ing MAC filters that selectively remove traffic between nodes. The schedules
for connectivity changes are the same as those we use in simulation. With this
emulation, the channel quality is high and stable throughout the test, eliminat-
ing the impact of communication gray zones [88]. The emulation gives us an
indication of the effect of radio propagation phenomena on the different rout-
ing protocols. Although nodes are stationary in the emulation, it is important
to observe that there are still external sources of radio interference that have
an impact on the experiments. The internal interference between participating
nodes is of course profound but predictable.

3.2 Formal Verification
A complementary approach to testing is to construct a formal model and per-
form a rigorous, mathematical analysis on this model [32]. The analysis is
done to check if the model conforms to a given set of properties. Hence, the
set of properties also needs to be described unambiguously.
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3.2.1 Property Specification
We differentiate between time-independent and time-dependent properties.

Time-Independent Properties

An invariant [47, 59] is a predicate, over system variables, that is continuously
true throughout a sequence of operations. We say that an invariant is time-
independent since we do not refer to past or future in such a property. We
may then use, for example, ordinary first order logic to express it. This is the
case in Papers V and VI, where we use so called graph patterns to express our
properties. These can be translated to first order logic expressions.

As an example of an invariant, consider a model of a resource sharing sys-
tem with two processes competing for a single resource. Let booleans p1 and
p2 indicate if process 1 and 2 respectively uses the resource. Then a relevant
invariant property is ¬(p1∧p2), i.e., the system should always ensure that the
processes cannot use the resource simultaneously.

Time-Dependent Properties

When there is a need to describe the ordering of events in time, temporal

logics are commonly used. These logics enable us to refer to a time ordering,
without introducing time explicitly [31]. Examples of such logics are Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) [107] and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [30].

CTL is a branching-time logic, meaning that its temporal operators quan-
tify over the possible computation paths from a given state. It contains tempo-
ral operators such as, for example, X (“next state”), F (“eventually”), and G

(“always”). In CTL, these temporal operators must be immediately preceded
by a path quantifier: A, meaning “for all computation paths” or E, meaning
“for some computation path” [31]. Using CTL, we can, for example write
(x = 2) =⇒ AX(x = 3), meaning “if variable x has the value 2 in the current
state, then, along all computation paths, variable x will have the value 3 in the
next state”.

LTL contains the same temporal operators as CTL; however, it has the re-
striction that all formulas must have the form A f , where f is a path formula,
meaning that it is true along a specific path. Furthermore, atomic propositions
are the only permitted state sub-formulae in f , where a state formula is a for-
mula which is true in a specific state. Thus, in linear-time temporal logic, the
temporal operators describe events along a single computation path [31]. Us-
ing LTL we can write AF(x = 3), meaning “for all computation paths, variable
x will eventually in some state have the value 3”.

Invariant properties can be expressed using CTL or LTL as AG f for some
(state or path) formula f , with the restrictions on f mentioned above.

3.2.2 Safety and Liveness Properties
Properties of execution traces, expressed in LTL, can be categorized as either
liveness or safety properties [75]. Characteristic for a safety property is that a
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violation is detectable using a finite execution of the system. Intuitively, it can
be described as “something bad will never happen” provided that the property
holds in all reachable system states [82]. In contrast, a liveness property intu-
itively corresponds to the sentence “something good will eventually happen”.
In order to produce a counterexample for a liveness property it is necessary to
study infinite system executions.

Although Lamport [82] introduced the notions of safety and liveness prop-
erties, Alpern and Schneider [7] were the first to provide formal definitions
of the two types of properties [75]. Alpern and Schneider further showed that
every property can be represented as the conjunction of a safety property and
a liveness property. In order to verify liveness properties, we may need to be
able to specify fairness constraints [31] on system transitions. One purpose of
these constraints is to make sure that enabled transitions are eventually taken.
Fairness assumptions are not needed to verify safety properties.

3.2.3 Model Building
For modeling network protocols we need a suitable formalism that can express
sets of system configurations and transitions between such configurations. We
introduce, using examples, two commonly used formalisms: Fair Transition
Systems (FTSs) [15] and Graph Transformation Systems (GTSs) [116].

Fair Transition Systems

In fair transition systems [15], each system transition is expressed using a first-
order relation. The initial system states are also expressed using a first-order
relation. An example of a tool that can be used to verify properties of fair tran-
sition systems is STeP [15]. For convenience, STeP accepts an input language
where transitions can be specified using enable and assign sections, for
enabling conditions and assignments respectively. See Listing 3.1 for a simple
example of an FTS modeling a counter that counts to four.

Listing 3.1: Simple counter FTS model.

1 Transition System

2

3 local x:int

4

5 Initially x = 0

6

7 Transition count:

8 enable

9 x < 4

10 assign

11 x := x + 1
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On line 3, variable x is declared to be of type int. In the initial state of
the transition system, x is zero (see line 5). The system has one transition,
described on lines 7–11. The transition is enabled if x is less than four (see
the enable section on lines 8–9). When the transition is enabled it can be
taken and system variables are updated according to the assign section
(see lines 10–11). In this transition, the variable x is increased by one. The
STeP FTS language further supports type definitions. An alternative to spec-
ifying STeP models using FTSs is to use the Simple programming language
(SPL) [89]. STeP accepts such models and translates them into FTSs.

Listing 3.2: FTS model fragment, showing type definitions and variable declarations.

1 Transition System

2

3 (* Node indices are interpreted as IP numbers *)

4 (* 0 - invalid node id, 1 - LL_ALL_MANET_ROUTERS *)

5 type node_index = [2 ..]

6 type pkt_index = [1 ..]

7 type seq_no = [0 ..]

8 type hop_cnt = [0 ..]

9 type node = {SeqNo:seq_no}

10 type pkt_type = {INVALID, RREQ, RREP, RERR};

11

12 type packet = {

13 PktType:pkt_type,

14 IPSource:node_index,

15 IPDest:node_index,

16 Orig:node_index,

17 Target:node_index,

18 NodeHopCnt:hop_cnt,

19 OrigSeqNo:seq_no,

20 TargetSeqNo:seq_no

21 }

22

23 (* Unbounded "storage" for transmitted packets *)

24 local Medium: array pkt_index of packet where Forall i:

pkt_index . Medium[i].PktType = INVALID

25

26 (* Array of nodes ordered by IP address *)

27 local Nodes: array node_index of node where Forall i:

node_index . Nodes[i].SeqNo = 1

Listings 3.2 and 3.3 shows an example of how a part of the DYMO [24]
protocol route request (RREQ) generation can be modeled using an FTS, ex-
pressed in STeP syntax. DYMO is an ad hoc routing protocol, used to set up
forwarding paths in wireless networks. The process of setting up a route is
initiated when a network node issues an RREQ, targeting the node to whom
the issuing node needs a route.
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On lines 5–21 of Listing 3.2 various types are declared, for example
node_index which is the type used for IP addresses. The value 0 is
reserved to be invalid and the value 1 to indicate broadcast, i.e., transmission
to the broadcast address LL_ALL_MANET_ROUTERS. Note the two dots
(..) with no value to the right. This means that the type has no upper bound.
On lines 24–27 of Listing 3.2 we declare two variables, Medium and Nodes,
representing the network medium and all the nodes in the network. These are
unbounded arrays of packet and node respectively.

Listing 3.3 shows the simplified RREQ transition. The enable section
(see lines 3–6) chooses two different network nodes, indexed i and j. A po-
sition in the unbounded Medium array that has not yet been filled is also
identified; it has index k. Then, node i issues an RREQ for node j by in-
creasing its own sequence number (see line 8) and storing an RREQ packet,
with accordingly set values, in the Medium array (see lines 10–18).

The listings correspond to the way that Das and Dill [40] model the AODV
ad hoc routing protocol; that model was also used by Lahiri and Bryant [81].
Note especially the model of the network medium as an unbounded array,
where new packets can be inserted, but packets cannot be overwritten.

Listing 3.3: FTS model fragment, showing transition modeling DYMO RREQ gener-
ation.

1 (* Initiation of route discovery *)

2 Transition rreq[i: node_index, j: node_index, k:

pkt_index] :

3 enable

4 (i != j) /\

5 (* To get unused "slot" for outgoing packet *)

6 Medium[k].PktType = INVALID

7 assign

8 Nodes[i] := (Nodes[i]) with [SeqNo := Nodes[i].SeqNo

+ 1],

9 (* Generate RREQ message *)

10 Medium[k] := {

11 PktType = RREQ;

12 IPSource = i;

13 IPDest = LL_ALL_MANET_ROUTERS;

14 Orig = i;

15 Target = j;

16 NodeHopCnt = 1;

17 OrigSeqNo = Nodes[i].SeqNo;

18 TargetSeqNo = 0 }

In an FTS the user can specify fairness constraints. These may be needed if
liveness properties are to be verified. Fairness is specified by marking transi-
tions as just or compassionate. In infinite execution, if a transition is marked as
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just it cannot be continuously enabled without being taken. A compassionate
transition must be taken infinitely often if it is enabled infinitely often.

Graph Transformation Systems

In Papers V and VI, we model protocols and programs using graph trans-

formation systems, which consist of a set of actions, expressed using hyper-
graph rewriting rules. System configurations are represented by hypergraphs

and constraints on configurations are represented by patterns. We draw hy-
pergraphs using circles, representing graph nodes, and labeled boxes, repre-
senting hyperedges. Hyperedges differ from regular binary edges in that they
can have an arity other than two. A graph rewriting rule consists of a left hand
side which is a pattern and a right hand side which is a hypergraph. Sets of
hypergraphs are specified by patterns. Intuitively, a pattern, ϕ , is drawn as a
hypergraph. ϕ represents the set of hypergraphs that contain it as a subgraph.
We additionally allow patterns to have negative parts, further explained in
Section 5.5.1.
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Figure 3.2: Example graph rewriting rule, corresponding to the action of Listing 3.3.

Figure 3.2 shows a graph rewriting rule, corresponding to the RREQ gen-
eration action of Listing 3.3. In the graph rewriting rule, the left hand side
consists of a pattern that must match a hypergraph in order for the rule to be
applicable. In this case it suffices to say that we require that there are two
different nodes in the network, modeled by graph nodes 1 and 2. Hyperedges
are interpreted as predicates over the connected graph nodes in the order in-
dicated by their indices. In this case the SeqNo hyperedge corresponds to a
binary predicate with the semantics “the graph node at index 1 has the graph
node at index 2 as its sequence number”. Hence, the network node modeled
by graph node 1 has the sequence number modeled by graph node 3, and sim-
ilarly for graph nodes 2 and 4.

To see the correspondence to the FTS transition in Listing 3.3, see the en-
able section, where on line 4 we make sure that i and j refer to two different
node indices. This corresponds to graph nodes 1 and 2 not being the same
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node in Figure 3.2. The network model in our GTSs does not employ a packet
array. Thus, the check on line 6 to get an empty slot in the packet array does
not have a corresponding check in the graph rewriting rule, because these rules
can create new nodes. In the right hand side of Figure 3.2, graph node 5 is cre-
ated, representing a new RREQ message. Further, graph nodes 6, 7, and 8 are
created to hold hop count (NodeHopCnt), new sequence number of the node
that generates the RREQ (SeqNo) and the sequence number included in the
RREQ (OrigSeqNo).

On line 8 of the FTS transition, the generating node increases its own se-
quence number; this is in the rewriting rule modeled by the > relation between
graph nodes 7 (representing the new value) and 3 (representing the old value).
Due to transitivity, we also have a > relation between graph nodes 7 and 8.
The assignment on lines 10–18 is what outputs the packet to the network in the
FTS transition. This corresponds to adding graph node 5 in the right hand side
of the rewriting rule, along with the hyperedges connected to it. Note that we
do not specify an IP destination in the rewriting rule, since we use the RREQ
unary hyperedge to denote that the packet was sent to the broadcast address
LL_ALL_MANET_ROUTERS (explicit in the FTS model).

3.2.4 Finite-State Verification
By starting from a given initial configuration and generating successor con-
figurations by successively applying the actions of the system model, we can
draw a graph of configurations and transitions between these configurations;
the result is called a transition system. We use the standard definition of such
a system.

Definition 1. A transition system is a tuple 〈S, S0,−→〉, where

• S is a set of configurations,
• S0 ⊆ S is a set of initial configurations, and
• −→⊆ S×S is a transition relation.

If (s,s′) ∈−→, it means that the system can change state from s to s′. If
we want to make the transition relation total we must include transitions (s,s)
in −→ whenever configuration s does not have any other successors. An in-
finite path can always be constructed through a transition systems with a to-
tal transition relation; this is vital for modeling reactive systems, where the
system is designed to run indefinitely, continuously interacting with its envi-
ronment [31]. The majority of modern computer systems can be classified in
this category, as opposed to a traditional computer program which is started,
executes for a while, and then terminates with a resulting output.

Model Checking

For model checking, there are the following two main approaches [31].

1. Translate the system model into a transition system, after which a state-
space search is performed on it.
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2. In the automata-theoretic approach to automatic verification [141], both the
property and the system are represented using automata; often Büchi au-
tomata [21] are used. The model checking problem then amounts to check-
ing if the language of the system automaton is included in the language of
the property automaton.

The so called state space explosion problem refers to the fact that generating
the state-transition graph often leads to exponential growth in the number of
configurations. For example, if n boolean variables are used in the program,
the total state space will contain 2n states, although all of these may not be
reachable from the initial state. In distributed systems an important contributor
to state space explosion is the many possible interleavings of messages passed
between processes.

Model Checking Algorithms

The basic form of transition system model checking works by splitting the
given temporal logic formula, f , into sub-formulae and labeling each state
with the sub-formulae true in that state. By iteratively labeling the states with
larger and larger sub-formulae true in each state, the algorithm finally termi-
nates with a set of states potentially labeled with f , the formula that is to
be checked. If all the states in S0 are labeled with f upon termination of the
algorithm, then the system satisfies f [31].

In the automata-theoretic approach, an alternative to checking for language
inclusion is to construct the synchronized product between the automaton
modeling the system and an automaton modeling the negation of the prop-
erty [141]. The synchronized product is the automaton which accepts the in-
tersection of the languages of the separate automata. Verifying the property
then reduces to checking for reachability of accepting states in the product au-
tomaton; if no accepting state can be reached, the original property is verified.
Algorithms for model checking thus become simpler, as long as the prod-
uct automaton can be efficiently constructed [141]. In the automata-theoretic
approach it is also possible to do on-the-fly model checking [50], where the
product automaton is built during the reachability analysis. This is useful for
bug checking, when the whole state space may not need to be searched to find
a bug and identify the problem.

Optimizations and Tools

A variety of optimizations of the basic form of model checking have been pro-
posed and implemented in numerous model checking tools. For example, the
SPIN [62] model checker employs a form of symbolic representation called
COLLAPSE compression [61] as well as partial order reduction [63]. Partial
order reduction discards process interleavings that produce the same global
state as some other interleaving.

Symbolic representation [124] refers to the use of compact data structures
for representing state space. For example, by encoding the state changes of a
transition system as a Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) [20] it is possible to
save storage by exploiting the often inherent regularity of a hardware or soft-
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ware system. This is what McMillan [90] uses to represent transition systems
in his SMV [22] model checker. Constraint system representation of continu-
ous parameters such as clock ranges in UPPAAL [83] is another example of a
symbolic representation.

3.2.5 Infinite-State Verification
Unbounded Data Domains, Parameterized Systems, and Dynamic

Networks of Processes

Infinite-state systems, systems with an unbounded number of possible system
configurations, arise for several reasons: data types with an unbounded do-
main are used, the system is parameterized, or the system has the ability to
create unboundedly many new objects, for example new processes. Although
unbounded data types are not realistic in practice, due to a limited amount
of available memory, data types such as integers are often modeled as un-
bounded. One reason is that enumeration of all possible valuations is in gen-
eral not feasible and therefore some infinite-state verification method needs to
be employed. Further, the analysis should not depend on the particular largest
possible integer used in the analysis. If the system is parameterized, it means
that one or several values are given as instantiating parameters for a system
execution, for example, the number of nodes in a particular computer network.
Depending on the data domain of the parameters, the resulting number of pos-
sible instantiations can be unbounded. If that is the case, it is often desirable
to provide a general proof of correctness for all possible instantiations.

In our case, in the verification of network protocols, unboundedness derives
from two sources. First, our data domains can be unbounded, for example, due
to the very large sequence numbers used in several ad hoc routing protocols.
Second, our context is that of dynamic networks of processes, meaning that
new processes and messages can be created or destroyed arbitrarily during
the lifetime of the system. Of course, any network has a bounded size due to a
limited total number of computers in the world, but this bound is unknown and
our analysis should not depend on it. To be able to prove properties of infinite-
state systems, the system must be expressed using a finite representation. For
this we need symbolic representations.

Symbolic Representations

As an example of a symbolic representation [124], consider the predicate φ
△
=

(x > 4). Depending on the data type of x, φ may represent a bounded or an
unbounded set of configurations. Say, for example, that x ∈ {x ∈ N | x <= 5}.
Then, φ only symbolizes the single system configuration with x = 5. However,
if x ∈ N, then φ represents the unbounded set of configurations where x is a
natural number, greater than 4.

See also lines 5–8 of Listing 3.2, where the types of node and packet indices
as well as sequence numbers and hop counts are defined. These types have
no upper bound, since there is no number given to the right of the two dots
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(..). The model is thus infinite-state, since it permits an unbounded number of
nodes in the network and an unbounded number of packets to be transmitted
between the nodes. If we put an upper bound on these type definitions, we
constrain the infinite-state model to be finite-state.

In Papers V and VI, we use a symbolic representation called patterns; a
pattern represents a possibly infinite set of configurations, expressed using
hypergraphs.

Over-Approximation

To perform automatic infinite-state verification, we also need a sound proce-
dure for manipulating our symbolic representations. Assume that g is a sys-
tem configuration and φ is a symbolic representation, which represents at least
the configuration g, written g |= φ . Further assume a procedure proc(·), op-
erating on configurations, and a symbolic version of proc(·), called Proc(·).
In Papers V and VI, the procedure Proc(·) is a procedure for computing the
predecessors of a pattern over a certain action. In that case proc(·) repre-
sents the exact set of predecessors of a hypergraph over a certain action. We
need Proc(·) to over-approximate proc(·), meaning that g |= φ =⇒ ∀g′ ∈
proc(g) ∃φ ′ ∈ Proc(φ) . g′ |= φ ′. Applying the procedure Proc(·) to a sym-
bolic representation thus yields new symbolic representations which represent
at least the configurations in proc(g). This is the soundness property we re-
quire of our symbolic procedures. In the extreme case, the over-approximation
is no approximation at all, but an exact representation.

Due to undecidability, it is not possible to construct an algorithm for
computing the predecessors of a pattern. GTSs are in general Turing
complete [73], i.e., without imposing limitations on the forms of GTSs
allowed, we can construct a GTS which simulates a universal Turing
machine [137]. Therefore, we have to settle for a procedure which is not
guaranteed to terminate. However, in practice our method often terminates
and we demonstrate that the techniques are powerful enough for verifying
several interesting nontrivial examples.

Deductive Methods

An alternative to the algorithmic methods used in model checking, that is also
feasible for infinite-state systems, is called deductive verification. This refers
to a manual, or with the assistance of a theorem-prover, construction of a
proof that a conclusion (the property to be verified) follows from a given set
of premises (the system model). The task to solve during deductive verifica-
tion is to find intermediate assertions and auxiliary invariants needed to prove
the conclusion. Theorem proving tools are available that help the proof pro-
cess by enforcing correct usage of proof rules and axioms. The tools can also
sometimes assist the user by devising proof strategies, i.e., for how to proceed
forward with the proof.

Our approach in Papers V and VI, to perform a symbolic backward anal-
ysis, can be classified as an automatic deductive approach. The reason is
that the set of symbolic states S, representing all the bad system configura-
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tions, and their predecessors, can be interpreted as a logical disjunction, φ .
When we check if the initial configuration, represented by predicate ψ , is in-
cluded in S, this really corresponds to checking satisfiability of the expression
∀v0, . . . ,vk .φ =⇒ ψ , where v0, . . . ,vk are the system variables. If if were
not for the fact that we cannot guarantee termination, we could also liken
our approach to model checking. The reason is that we basically perform a
(backward) symbolic state space search, to see if we can reach the initial con-
figuration.

Combining Model Checking with Deductive Methods

By applying the theory of abstract interpretation [38], it is possible to
transform an infinite-state system model into a finite-state model, suitable
for model checking. The technique works by mapping the possibly
infinite universe of concrete system states to a finite universe of abstract
representations. Model checking can be employed to analyze the abstract
transition system, whose transitions between abstract representations
correspond to transitions between concrete states. Abstract interpretation
is, e.g., used in predicate abstraction [52], where a best abstract

transformer [39, 114] is constructed, using a finite number of abstraction
predicates. A best abstract transformer for a particular abstract domain is
the most precise abstract interpretation for that domain. Since the number
of abstraction predicates is finite, the universe consisting of all possible
valuations of the predicates is also finite.

As the word implies, the abstract system resulting from an abstract inter-
pretation of a concrete system is less detailed than the concrete system. The
concrete states are grouped into abstract representations, which means that the
transitions between any two concrete states mapped to the same abstract rep-
resentation are lost in the translation. Thus, transitions that were not possible
in the concrete system may be possible in the abstract one. The implication
is that we can potentially find a counterexample to a certain property in the
abstract system that is not valid in the concrete system – the abstraction is too

coarse. To cope with the problem of such spurious counterexamples one can
refine the abstract system. In the case of predicate abstraction, this is done
by adding additional abstraction predicates. To find relevant such predicates,
information from counterexample-traces can be used. The process of such it-
erative refinement of an abstract system, by exploiting counterexample-traces,
is called Counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) [29].

3.3 Hybrid Evaluation Methods
In this category we mention a couple of evaluation methods that are formal
verification methods and can be used for performance evaluation.
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Probabilistic Model Checking

An extension to model checking is to add probabilities and durations to transi-
tions. That makes it possible to model algorithms which use random numbers,
to analyze performance properties, or to introduce other random elements in
the models. Without probabilities, such factors need to be modeled using non-
deterministic choice.

PRISM [109] is a state-of-the-art model checker capable of analyzing
probabilistic and timed system models. Probabilistic transitions and
non-deterministic ones can also be combined. The models are variants
of Markov chains [58] and the verification properties can, in addition to
true/false questions, be questions about the probability of an event happening
within a given time. Properties are specified using probabilistic temporal
logics. In addition to performing an exhaustive analysis, PRISM features the
possibility of sampling, by generating random runs and averaging the result.
This can be a useful approximation in cases when complete model checking
is infeasible.

Run-Time Monitoring

An alternative to model checking a formal model is to feed traces from sim-
ulation or real-world measurements to a model checker. This was done for
simulation traces in the Verisim project [13], where properties of network
event traces were given in an extended form of LTL. Another possibility is
to use connectivity traces to generate the part of the system model that models
the network, thereby analyzing a given property in that particular connectivity
scenario.
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4. Studied Network Protocols and
Their Properties

4.1 Ad Hoc Routing Protocols
Our main focus in this work is on routing protocols for ad hoc networks. We
have studied five different protocols. Here we give high level descriptions of
two of these: LUNAR and DYMO. The reader is referred to Paper IV for
descriptions of the other three: AODV [106], DSR [72], and OLSR [68].

Ad hoc routing protocols are commonly categorized as reactive or proac-

tive. The reactive protocols set up routes only when end nodes need to be
reached and maintain these routes only for as long as they are used for traffic.
The proactive protocols, on the other hand, constantly create maps of the net-
work so that routes are instantly available when needed. The IETF MANET
group [134] aims to standardize one reactive and one proactive routing pro-
tocol based on a number of previous protocol suggestions. DYMO [24] is the
candidate reactive protocol. LUNAR can also be classified as reactive.

The route generation processes of DYMO and LUNAR are quite similar,
and similar to other reactive ad hoc routing protocols. Flooding is used to
disseminate a request into the network in order to, hopefully, reach the sought
target node. The main difference between the route generation processes in
DYMO and LUNAR is that in LUNAR, every route between a source and a
destination node is only used by the end nodes (intermediate nodes are not
aware of the route), whereas in DYMO intermediate nodes can use the route.
Other differences between LUNAR and DYMO are in how they perform route
maintenance, something which we do not discuss much here. Suffice it to say
that LUNAR uses periodic route rediscoveries for routes that have recently
been used whereas DYMO monitors links and distributes information about
broken links through the network.

4.1.1 LUNAR
We initially study the LUNAR ad hoc routing protocol, both because of its
relative simplicity and because of our insight into the actual implementation.
The protocol is thoroughly described in Paper I. The central component in
LUNAR is the concept of a selector. A selector is a pointer value. In LU-
NAR, selectors are used to address arbitrary functions at network nodes. Data
packets can be sent to particular selectors. When a packet arrives the function
addressed by that selector is invoked.
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To give an essence of the LUNAR protocol operation we give an edited
recapitulation of Example 2 in Paper II. The example informally describes
how the LUNAR route generation process works.

Example 1 (LUNAR route generation). See Figure 4.1 for an illustration. In
the figure, grey, dashed, bidirectional arrows indicate connectivity. The black,
solid, unidirectional arrows indicate paths that have been set up in the net-
work. In short, when node A needs to set up a route to node C, it floods a
route request (RREQ) message targeted at C. The RREQ is rebroadcast in the
network until it potentially reaches C. Node C then responds with a route re-
ply (RREP) message, targeted at A. If the RREP reaches A, the route has been
set up, given that there is still connectivity between the nodes on the path.

We use to following selectors in the example:

• A so called series selector, sersel, which is used to identify each attempt
to generate a route. The purpose of the series selector is to prevent RREQ
packets from being rebroadcast more than once.
• lselrrepA and lselrrepB are selectors which address functions for han-

dling route reply (RREP) messages at node A and B respectively.
• lselipA, lselipB, and lselipC are selectors which address functions for

handling routed IP packets at nodes A, B, and C respectively.

A CB

RREQ C

(a)

A CB

RREQ C

ReplyTo

(b)

A CB

ReplyTo RREP

(c)

A CB

(d)

Figure 4.1: LUNAR route formation overview.

1. Node A broadcasts an RREQ. In the RREQ, node A includes sersel and
lselrrepA.

2. The RREQ is only received by node B who concludes that it is not the
node sought and therefore rebroadcasts the request, with lselrrepA re-
moved and lselrrepB added. Before doing so, however, it maps lselrrepB
to a function for forwarding packets to lselrrepA at node A.

3. The RREQ is now received by both A and C. A concludes that the RREQ
originates from itself (by recognizing sersel) and drops it. C, on the other
hand, handles the request. Since it is itself the requested node, it maps
lselipC to a function for passing received IP packets up the network stack
(of C). Then, it generates an RREP containing lselipC; this RREP is uni-
cast and addressed to lselrrepB at B.

4. When B receives this RREP it looks up selrrepB in its map of selectors
to functions and sees that it should forward the RREP to lselrrepA at node
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A. Before doing so, however, it maps lselipB, to a function for forwarding
packets to lselipC at node C. In the forwarded RREP lselipC is removed
and lselipB added.

5. When A receives the RREP it concludes that it is the destination of this
RREP, which resulted from an RREQ it sent. It therefore maps lselipA to
a function for forwarding packets to lselipB at node B. After that, it maps
the IP address of node C to lselipA.

6. Now, for any subsequent outgoing IP packet from A to C, node A will
look up the IP address of C and find lselipA which tells it to forward the
packet to lselipB at node B. When B receives the packet it will look up
lselipB and find the forwarding information to lselipC at C. Thus, the route
is set up.

In the general case there may be several intermediate nodes that perform
the same operations as node B in the example.

4.1.2 DYMO
The following is a simplified description of the main properties of DYMO
v10. The reader is referred to the Internet draft [26] for the details. In this
description, each DYMO network node, A, has an address, a routing table
and a sequence number. The sequence number of A is included in routing
messages originating from A, as a measure of freshness, and is incremented
for each such message. The routing table of A contains the following fields
for each destination node D.

• RouteNextHopAddressA(D) is the node to which A currently
forwards packets, destined for node D.

• RouteSeqNoA(D) is the sequence number that node A has recorded for
the route to destination D. It is a measure of the freshness of a route; a
higher number means more recent routing information. Note that this se-
quence number concerns the route to D from A, and is not related to the
sequence number of A.

• RouteHopCntA(D) is the recorded distance from A to node D, in terms
of number of hops.

• BrokenA(D) is an indicator of whether or not the route from A to D can
be used. The protocol has a mechanism to detect when a link on a route
is broken [26]. Information regarding broken links is propagated through
route error messages (RERR).

When a network node A wants to send a packet to another network node
D, it first checks its routing table to see if it has an entry with BrokenA(D)
= false. If that is the case, it forwards the packet to node RouteNextHop-
AddressA(D). Otherwise, node A needs to find a route to D, which it does by
issuing a route request (RREQ) message. The route request is flooded through
the network. It contains the addresses of nodes A and D, the sequence number
of A, and a hop counter. The hop counter contains the value 1 when the RREQ
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is issued; each re-transmitting node then increases it by one. Node A increases
its own sequence number after each issued route request.

When the destination of a route request, D, receives it, it generates a route
reply message (RREP). The route reply contains the same fields as the request.
Route replies are not flooded, but instead routed through the network using
available routing table entries. RREPs and RREQs are collectively referred to
as routing messages (RMs).

Whenever a network node A receives an RM, the routing table of A is com-
pared to the RM. If A does not have an entry pertaining to the originator of
the RM, then the information in the RM is inserted into the routing table of A.
Otherwise, the information in the RM replaces that of the routing table if the
information is more recent, or equally recent but better, in terms of distance to
the originator. An update is allowed if (1) the message has a higher sequence
number for the destination, or (2) the message has the same sequence num-
ber, but a shorter route, or (3) the message has the same routing metric value
(sequence number and hop count), and the message is a route reply, or (4) the
table entry is broken.

4.2 Recursive Data Structures
In addition to modeling and analyzing network protocols, we study algorithms
operating on recursive data structures, i.e., data structures with a field contain-
ing, or pointing to, a data structure of the same type as the original structure.
These algorithms can constitute part of a network protocol specification or
implementation.

In the work of Paper VI, we verify properties of heap-manipulating imper-
ative programs manipulating composite recursive data structures, such as lists
of lists. When modeling imperative programs, a special variable, called a pro-
gram counter is introduced. This program counter keeps track of at which line
of code the program is currently executing. Only the actions corresponding to
the current program counter value can be executed. Branch and jump program
statements can cause execution to proceed at a different program line than
the one with the next higher number; a graph illustrating the possible pro-
gram line successions is called a control-flow graph. In our graph grammar
verification tool, we implement support for program counters using a special
zero-arity hyperedge. The edge has a label corresponding to the current pro-
gram counter value, i.e., PC1 for “program line 1”, PC2 for “program line 2”,
etc.

The program in Listing 4.1 is an example of a heap-manipulating program
that we automatically analyze using the techniques in Paper VI. The program
reverses a well-formed, singly-linked list, originally pointed to by the variable
list. Upon termination of the program, the variable res should point to a
reversed version of the original list.
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Listing 4.1: Example heap-manipulating program.

1 list = "well-formed list", res = temp = NULL

2 while (list != NULL) {

3 temp = list->next;

4 list->next = res;

5 res = list;

6 list = temp;

7 }

8 return res;

4.3 Ad Hoc Routing Protocol Properties

4.3.1 Performance Properties
In Paper IV, we study performance properties of ad hoc routing protocols.
Studying these properties amounts to measuring and evaluating the results
according to the following metrics.

• Delivery Ratio: the fraction of packets delivered out of those generated.
• Throughput: the number of bytes useful data delivered, divided by the time

it took to send the data. This is also sometimes referred to as Goodput.
• Latency standard deviation: the variation in time for a packet traveling from

the sender to the receiver.
• Average Hop Count: the average number of network nodes that a packet

needs to traverse in order to reach its destination.

4.3.2 Logical Correctness
To perform a formal analysis of a network program a property that is of inter-
est and possible to express in a formal specification language is needed.

A central property of ad hoc routing protocols is that they never cause rout-
ing loops (see Definition 2), as a routing loop prevents a packet from reaching
its intended destination.

Definition 2 (Routing Loop and Loop-Freedom). A routing loop is a
nonempty finite sequence of nodes n1, . . . ,nk such that for some destination
D it holds that for all i : 1≤ i≤ k node n(i+1)(mod k) is the next hop towards D
from node ni , and ni 6= D. An ad hoc routing protocol is loop-free if it can
never result in a configuration with a routing loop.

The first formal verification of an ad hoc routing protocol regarding
loop-freedom was to our knowledge done by Bhargavan, Obradovic, and
Gunter [14, 100]. They use an ordering on routing table data to prove
loop-freedom of AODV. We use the same ordering in Paper V and it has also
been employed in the work of Das and Dill [40] as well as that of Lahiri and
Bryant [81].

Using the definition of loop-freedom, we can now define what we mean by
correct routing.
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Definition 3 (Correct Routing). Assume a loop-free ad hoc routing protocol,
P . P only generates correct routes, if, whenever P has resulted in a con-
figuration where a network node nq is the next hop from network node np

towards a destination D, then
• nq = D, or
• there exists a node nr which is the next hop from network node nq towards

destination D.

Intuitively, the definition of correct routing tells us that, if any network node
np has a routing table entry toward a destination D via a network node nq then
nq must either be the destination D, or itself have a routing table entry toward
D via another node nr. We thus know that following a route toward a desti-
nation D we cannot end up in a network node which does not have a routing
table entry for D. In a finite network, if an ad hoc routing protocol P satisfies
the correct routing property, we know that as long as there is connectivity we
will always eventually reach destination D when we follow a route toward D.
We say that a routing protocol P operates correctly if (a) it generates routes,
whenever a route is requested by a network node and the network topology
permits the route, and (b) it only generates correct routes. The first property
is vaguely formulated, because of the requirement “permits the route”. The
reason is that different ad hoc routing protocols will have different require-
ments on connectivity patterns needed in order for a route to be successfully
generated. For example, in LUNAR and DYMO, for a route to be successfully
generated between two network nodes S and D we require that:

1. the RREQ generated by S reaches D,
2. the RREP from D reaches S, and
3. it must be possible to send at least one packet from S to D along the gen-

erated route.

For the above to be possible, connectivity in the network must of course
permit transmission of packets at the specific times when packets need to be
transmitted. We formalize this connectivity requirement in Paper III and return
to it in Section 5.4, when we describe the work of that paper in more detail.

We summarize by identifying the following, non-exclusive, properties that
we are interested in studying for ad hoc routing protocols.

1. Loop-freedom.
2. Correct routing (requires loop-freedom).
3. Correct operation (requires correct routing).

In Papers I, II, and III we analyze correct operation (property 3) of LUNAR
for finite network configurations; in Paper V we study correct routing (prop-
erty 2) of DYMO for arbitrary, unbounded, network configurations although,
for clarity, we only discuss loop-freedom (property 1) in the paper.

In a related work, Yang and Baras [147] identify safety and liveness prop-
erties for ad hoc routing protocols in the presence of malicious nodes. The
authors argue that an ideal routing protocol should be able to provide its ser-
vice in the presence of attackers, as long as there is a stable, uncompromised,
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path through the network. Yang and Baras express the meaning of an uncom-
promised path using the following safety and liveness conditions.

• Safety: Every node along the path is non-malicious.
• Liveness: Communication must be possible along the path.

For the liveness condition, the authors go on to describe that communication
may be prevented by interfering traffic and that there must be an upper bound
on the amount of delay between nodes on the path. The liveness condition
stated by Yang and Baras thus closely resembles the requirements we mention
above.

4.3.3 Heap-Manipulation Properties
Regarding heap-manipulating network programs, we are interested in study-
ing the following properties.

• Null pointer dereferencing. We want to make sure that the program never
dereferences a pointer variable that is set to the value NULL, i.e., it does
not contain a valid memory location.

• Well-formedness. We want the manipulated data structures to be
well-formed during execution and after the program has finished. For
programs manipulating singly linked lists this means that the list does
not contain any loops, i.e., list selectors pointing to each other in a circle.
Further, for the resulting list, we want it to be NULL-terminated.

• Garbage. We want the manipulation of dynamic memory to be garbage
free. This means that all allocated memory should be reachable, by starting
at the memory location pointed to by one of the system variables and then
following pointers in the data structures in memory.
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5. Developing Correct Ad Hoc
Routing Protocols

In this chapter we provide high level descriptions and discuss the contributions
of Papers I – VI. We also provide additional information, compared to the
papers, regarding special technical issues that we needed to solve. For the
remaining technical details we refer the reader to the respective paper. The
structure of the chapter is that Section 5.1 corresponds to Paper I, Section 5.2
to Paper IV, Section 5.3 to Paper II (part of this work was, however, presented
in Paper I), Section 5.4 to Paper III, and Section 5.5 to Papers V and VI.

5.1 Modularizing Code for Different Platforms
Development of the LUNAR [86] ad hoc routing protocol started with a proto-
type user space implementation for Linux. After the project had been running
for some time, it was decided to rewrite LUNAR into a kernel implementation
and then also support Windows XP/2000, using an implementation developed
in parallel. However, a risk in developing parallel versions is that the versions
are likely to start deviating after a while. For this reason it is desirable to
use the same code base as much as possible in the two versions. That way,
changes made in one version immediately carry through to the other. Avoid-
ing modifications to code which implements the protocol logic corresponds to
Research issue 1 in Section 1.3. The strict modularization of kernelized LU-
NAR, which separates the core logic from the networking and other platform
specific details, helped us in achieving this task. The parts that differ between
the versions are in the LUNAR netbox and platform modules (see Paper I
for a schematic view); these modules contain networking and various other
platform specific functionality needed by LUNAR.

Since drivers in both Linux and Windows are written in C, porting LU-
NAR to Windows with the protocol code intact can be achieved by providing
Windows versions of the Linux kernel function calls. As an example, con-
sider Listing 5.1, which shows how kernel memory allocation/deallocation is
provided in the Windows version platform module by re-implementing corre-
sponding Linux kernel functions using Windows NDIS [96] functionality.

The kernelized Windows LUNAR version is implemented as an NDIS in-
termediate network driver [37]. NDIS [96] is an interface for network drivers
used in the latest Windows operating systems. In this manner, MAC frames
going out to or coming in from the network card can be intercepted and new
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Listing 5.1: Example Windows versions of Linux kernel functions.

1 void* kmalloc(unsigned int size, int flags)

2 {

3 PVOID voidPtr = NULL;

4

5 if (NdisAllocateMemoryWithTag(&voidPtr, size, 0) ==

NDIS_STATUS_SUCCESS)

6 {

7 return (void*)voidPtr;

8 }

9

10 return NULL;

11 }

12

13 void kfree(const void *objp)

14 {

15 if(objp != NULL)

16 {

17 NdisFreeMemory((PVOID)objp, 0, 0);

18 }

19 }

frames injected in both directions. This is the main functionality that is re-
quired by LUNAR, since it operates between the data link and network layers.

5.2 Structured Live Testing
The standard way to evaluate new network protocols is to use simulations,
because of the simplicity of arranging and executing many tests under iden-
tical circumstances. For some protocols there is not even a reference real-
world implementation available, because the protocol has only been evaluated
in simulations. However, results have shown (see, e.g., [88]) that simulation,
although certainly a valid approach for initial evaluation, is often a poor pre-
dictor of real-world performance. For this reason, in Paper IV, we decided to
perform a structured real-world comparison of three ad hoc routing protocols
that have been part of the IETF standards track [134]: AODV [106], DSR [72],
and OLSR [68]. This work corresponds to Research issue 2 in Section 1.3. For
the three mentioned protocols there are implementations available; for AODV
and DSR, even from our own department.

When evaluating protocol performance using real-world testing, repeata-
bility of tests becomes much more cumbersome, due to the unpredictability
of the real-world environment. We want to be able to have a high confidence
in the results from our real-world comparison. Thus, we need to be able to
repeat the tests under similar circumstances many times, in order to provide
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average measurements and standard deviations. Our approach to achieving
repeatable real-world tests is to use a combination of scripted scenarios and
identical configurations. We use the APE testbed [87] as a framework. APE
provides a scripting engine for orchestrating tests; the tests are executed by
humans carrying laptops and moving according to instructions presented on
their screens. The instructions are given according to well-defined scenarios to
capture realistic wireless network events. The laptops have identical hardware
and software. Packet logs from the different machines are time-synchronized
prior to evaluation. The same implementation of the protocol logic under test
is used in real-world testing and in simulation and emulation (see Paper IV).
APE also provides a variety of scripts for automatizing evaluation of mea-
surement data. We ran experiments during weekends and nights, in order to
minimize interference from non-test participants.

In addition to executing real-world tests, we re-create our scenarios for run-
ning in simulation and emulation. We see two main purposes of performing
such cross-environment testing. The first is to validate the implementation of
the protocol logic by confirming that the scenario yields the expected result
in simulation and emulation; this was true for all our protocol implementa-
tions and scenarios. The second is to assist us in quickly locating sources of
problems when analyzing our real-world logs. By comparing to simulation,
we can locate relevant time-regions quickly, where the protocol starts to ex-
perience problems. This corresponds to Research issue 3 in Section 1.3. In
Paper IV, we present three ad hoc routing protocol problems discovered in
our study: TCP backlashing, Self interference, and Link cache poisoning. The
source of these problems could be traced to flaws in the protocol design when
exposed to a real-world environment; they were not detected in simulations or
emulations. We believe this to be evidence of the value of our approach.

• TCP backlashing is primarily noted for the AODV protocol. It is an effect
of the interaction between neighbor detection, route discovery, and TCP in
slow start mode. AODV uses probing packets, called HELLO messages, to
discover adjacent network nodes. When TCP is in slow start mode, the pro-
tocol probes the network for bandwidth which results in contention build-
up, amplified by the multi-hop paths. As a result of the contention, AODV’s
HELLO messages can be delayed or lost, causing erroneous detection of a
link break. The assumed link break can cause a TCP timeout, before AODV
rediscovers the route.

• Self interference is a problem for DSR due to its use of network layer ac-
knowledgments (nlACKs) for link monitoring. These nlACKs are sent to
confirm the receipt of an nlACK request, which is attached (piggybacked)
to a data packet sent over a link. The transmissions of nlACKs increase
the contention in the multi-hop network which makes it difficult for DSR
to estimate a retransmission timeout, derived from packet round-trip times.
This can lead to premature route timeouts resulting in unnecessary route
re-discoveries.

• Link cache poisoning is an effect of DSR’s extensive caching of data pack-
ets during times of disconnection and its ability to update local routing
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information using overheard traffic. The result is that obsolete routing in-
formation can survive in caches and once transmitted, be overheard, cause
erroneous routing table updates, yet more caching, and so on.

For all the mentioned problems, there are potential remedies which we dis-
cuss in the paper.

5.3 Model Checking Finite Instances
A complementary approach to evaluating a protocol specification by testing
an actual implementation of it, is to convert the specification into a formal
model. This model can then be used for exhaustive analyses in which all pos-
sible program executions are covered. The formalization work itself also often
unveils ambiguities or errors in the specification (see, e.g., [44] for the case of
ad hoc routing protocols). For ad hoc protocols running in arbitrary networks,
a finite model cannot be constructed without resorting to one of the following
options.

1. Impose restrictions on the network configurations studied.
2. Apply abstractions in order to obtain a finite representation of a finite or

unbounded set of network configurations.

In our first approach at model checking ad hoc routing protocols, we inves-
tigated how far we could come in terms of network configuration complexity,
by directly modeling the network and message passing. This corresponds to
Research issue 4 in Section 1.3. In the following two sections we describe
how the analysis was extended, first by introducing a manual abstraction and
later using a symbolic graph representation.

5.3.1 Properties Studied and Assumptions Imposed
We study the the following liveness properties of the LUNAR ad hoc routing
protocol.

• Route successfully set up. If a LUNAR node, S, issues a route request for
a particular destination, D, this eventually leads to a route being generated
(items 1 and 2 in the definition of correct operation for LUNAR in Section
4.3.2).

• IP packet delivered. If S thereafter transmits an IP packet to D, this packet
should be delivered to its destination along the generated route (item 3 in
the definition of correct operation for LUNAR in Section 4.3.2).

The IP packet delivered property can be expressed using LTL as
AF ip_rec_ok. This means that for all computation paths, we eventually
reach a configuration where the boolean ip_rec_ok is true. In our SPIN
and UPPAAL verifications, we construct the model such that ip_rec_ok
is initially false and set to true when LUNAR node 1 receives an IP packet
originated at LUNAR node 0. For our UPPAAL model, we additionally
use the LTL property AF Lunar0.unic_rrep_rec which means that
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LUNAR node 0 eventually receives an RREP originated by LUNAR node 1;
this is just done to validate the model, by checking that the time ranges we
extract are equal to what we expect.

Network Fairness

To prove any of these properties, we need to require that the network is not per-
manently partitioned with the source node on one side and the destination on
the other. We call such additional requirements network fairness constraints

because of their correspondence to general fairness constraints. In this first ap-
proach, we impose quite strong network fairness constraints, by only studying
network scenarios where there is always a connected path between source and
destination. Further, we model packet collisions via link breaks. When there
is connectivity, packets are always delivered.

5.3.2 Modeling the Network Medium in SPIN and UPPAAL
SPIN Network Modeling

When constructing ad hoc routing protocol models for model checking, a cen-
tral component is the network model, including message transmission. The
code segments in Listings 5.2 and 5.3 describe how broadcasting and unicast-
ing are done in our LUNAR SPIN model, which is written in PROMELA (see
the language reference [35]).

Listing 5.2: PROMELA BROADCAST macro.

1 #define BROADCAST(sender,sel,msg) \

2 atomic { \

3 i = 0; \

4 do \

5 ::(i < NO_OF_NODES) -> \

6 if \

7 ::((i != sender) && TESTCONN(sender,i)) ->

ch_sapf[i]!sel, msg \

8 ::else -> skip \

9 fi; \

10 i++ \

11 ::else -> \

12 i = 0; \

13 break \

14 od \

15 }

We explain Listing 5.2 here. Broadcast is simulated by unicasting to all
other nodes that the sending node currently has connectivity to. The operation
is atomic (see line 2), meaning that either all unicasts are performed, or none
at all. In our model, we abstract from actual MAC addresses and use identifiers
in the range [0, NO_OF_NODES−1]. The loop on lines 3–14, for each node
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Listing 5.3: Unicasting in SPIN LUNAR model.

1 if

2 ::TESTCONN(a_mac, node_id) ->

3 ch_sapf[a_mac]!a_sel, a_msg

4 ::else -> skip

5 fi

checks if there is connectivity (the call to TESTCONN(·,·)). For each other
node, i, that is connected, the selector sel (see Section 4.1.1) and the mes-
sage msg are put on the corresponding channel, ch_sapf[i]. Each node in
the LUNAR SPIN model has an incoming channel indexed by its identifier.

Listing 5.4: PROMELA TESTCONN macro.

1 #define TESTCONN(x,y) (x==y->true:CONN(x,y))

The TESTCONN(·,·) macro is where the actual network modeling is done;
it is defined as in Listing 5.4. Here, CONN(·,·) models a matrix of booleans
indicating connectivity between pairs of nodes. CONN(·,·) works by only
storing the lower half of the connectivity matrix since we assume symmetric
connectivity. Connectivity changes are modeled by manipulating CONN(·,·)
using a PROMELA process,PNodeTransitions(), shown in Listing 5.5.

Listing 5.5: PROMELA process type, handling connectivity changes during scenario
execution.

1 proctype PNodeTransitions() {

2 d_step {

3 CONN(2,0) = false; CONN(2,1) = false; CONN(2,3) =

false;

4 /* Force a new attempt to generate route */

5 if

6 ::!message_delivered -> send_rreq = true

7 ::else -> skip

8 fi

9 }

10 }

In the example, PNodeTransitions() can, at any time, change the
connectivity array such that network node 2 (labeled C in Paper II) loses
connectivity to all the other three nodes. After each connectivity change in
PNodeTransitions() we force another RREQ attempt for the LUNAR
protocol. (The alternative to let the source node issue RREQs nondeterminis-
tically is unsuitable because all three RREQ attempts could be made before
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a connectivity change. Given that they are all in transit along the same path,
all RREPs could then be lost due to the link break. We assume that in reality
appropriate timeouts are selected to rule out the possibility of three RREQ
attempts occurring in such a short time.)

UPPAAL Network Modeling

In UPPAAL, the timed automaton used to model network transmission is de-
picted in Figure 5.1; it is called medium. Connectivity is modeled as in the
SPIN model, using a matrix conn of boolean values, indicating connectivity
between network nodes.

idle

sending_msg

local_timer<=MIN_XMIT_TIME

finishing_send

local_timer<=MAX_XMIT_TIME

ch_ether[me]?

medium_free[me]=false

sendto=gl_sendto_ndx,
local_timer=0, l0=b0,
l1=b1, l2=b2,l3=b3,
l4=b4

local_timer==MIN_XMIT_TIME

sendto==BC_NDX

bc_sender=me,b0=l0,
b1=l1, b2=l2, b3=l3,
b4=l4

ch_bc_sapf!
medium_free[me]=true

sendto!=BC_NDX

b0=l0, b1=l1, b2=l2,
b3=l3, b4=l4

!conn[me][sendto]

medium_free[me]=true

conn[me][sendto]

ch_sapf[sendto]!

medium_free[me]=true

Figure 5.1: UPPAAL timed automaton, modeling network transmission.

One medium automaton is created for each network node modeled. The
automaton is parameterized on a node identifier; this parameter is called me in
the automaton. When LUNAR node 0 does not have any messages to transmit,
the medium automaton will be in location idle. To send a message, node 0
will set the global variable gl_sendto_ndx to the identifier of the receiver,
or to the special value BC_NDX if the message is to be broadcast. The message
to be sent is stored in global variables b0–b4. In the same atomic step as the
values are set, node 0 will transmit on channel ch_ether[0]. Figure 5.2
shows part of the LUNAR node automaton where a unicast message is sent.

idle

rec_other_sel

unic_rrep_rec
!conn[me][l1]

conn[me][l1]

ch_ether[me]!

l0==CB_UNICAST_RREP_HANDL
and medium_free[me]

gl_sendto_ndx=l1,
b0=l2, b1=me

Figure 5.2: Part of UPPAAL LUNAR automaton, illustrating unicast transmission.

We see that gl_sendto_ndx, b0, and b1 are set, a check is done
to see if the transmission medium is free (medium_free[me]), and
ch_ether[me]! is called, in the same atomic step; this is because the
location unic_rrep_rec is committed (labeled C). If one or more than
one location is committed [11], the next transition must involve an outgoing
edge of at least one of the committed locations and no time may pass during
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this transition. Whenever two automata are in a location where they can
synchronize on an urgent channel, there may be no further time delay. The
channels ch_ether, ch_bc_sapf, and ch_sapf are all declared as
urgent. Note also the use of urgent locations (labeled U), in which no time
may pass. A sequence of transitions can thus be executed atomically by using
committed locations and avoiding synchronization with other automata in
the atomic segment. Further, in the transition that calls ch_ether[me]!,
a check is done to see that node me is indeed connected to node l1; done
by consulting the connectivity matrix at location conn[me][l1]. If
there is no connectivity, an alternative transition is taken, where no call to
ch_ether[me]! is made.

If ch_ether[me]! is called, the medium automaton (see Figure 5.1)
takes a corresponding atomic step, where it calls ch_ether[me]? to
synchronize over channel ch_ether[me], sets medium_free[me]

to false (to indicate that node me is transmitting), copies the receiver
identifier into local variable sendto, and copies the message to be sent
into local variables l0–l4. The purpose of the locations sending_msg
and finishing_send in medium is to let time pass during message
transmission; it will take between MIN_XMIT_TIME and MAX_XMIT_TIME
time units. Then a check is done to see if the message is to be broadcast or
not (sendto equals or does not equal BC_NDX). The difference is that, in
the case of broadcast, the identifier of the sender of the broadcast is stored
in variable bc_sender, a broadcast channel (ch_bc_sapf) is used, and
no connectivity check is done on the sender side. In the case of unicast, the
unicast channel of the receiver is used (ch_sapf[sendto] in Figure
5.3); every node has such a channel for receiving messages. Transmission is
only done if there is connectivity, checked by consulting the connectivity
matrix at location conn[me][sendto]. Note that the model permits the
receiving node to temporarily move out of range during the transmission
time; our model does not capture transmission errors that may occur due
to such intermittent connectivity. We currently model such situations by
a separate packet lost transition. Finally, the medium automaton sets
medium_free[me] to true to allow new transmissions by node me.

Since the medium automaton transmitting a broadcast packet does not
check for connectivity, this is instead done at the receiving nodes. See Fig-
ure 5.3 for an illustration to the different modeling of receiving unicast and
broadcast packets. In the figure, the upper transition from location idle to
location rec_sapf pertains to unicast reception, and thus no connectivity
check is done on the receiving side. However, the lower transition pertains to
broadcast reception and there a connectivity check (using the conn matrix) is
done. Shown in the figure is also the copying of data from the received packet,
done in the transition between locations rec_sapf and sapf_rec. If the
packet is a LUNAR RREQ, there is a check to see if the series selector was
previously seen, in which case no further processing of the packet is done (the
transition between locations sapf_rec and idle).
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idle

rec_sapf

sapf_recl0=b0,l1=b1,l2=b2,
l3=b3,l4=b4

bc_sender!=me and conn[me][bc_sender]

ch_bc_sapf?

(l0==SEL_RREQ && seen_series[l3 - FIRST_REMOTE_SEL])

ch_sapf[me]?

Figure 5.3: Part of UPPAAL LUNAR automaton, illustrating reception of unicast and
broadcast packets.

5.3.3 Other Modeling Considerations
For modeling sets and maps in PROMELA, we use channels in combination
with sorted send and random receive. As an example, consider Listing 5.6
where we show how this is done for the callback functions stored in the
channel ch_loc_callbacks, declared on line 2. On line 5, a callback
is stored in the channel for the function CALLBACK_RREQ_HANDLER to
be called with arguments (0,0) whenever a packet addressed to selector
SEL_RREQ arrives. This is a reserved selector used to address RREQs in
LUNAR to the appropriate function for processing them. On line 15, an
RREQ targeted for another LUNAR node has arrived. A callback is then
stored, mapping the local selector last_local_sel to the function
CALLBACK_UNICAST_TRANSIT_RREP_HANDLER with arguments
(rreq_msg.eth,rreq_msg.reply). This is for forwarding the
RREP, once it arrives, back to the originator of the RREQ. On line 20 such
an RREP has arrived. The receiving node looks up the callback, using
the selector in the received packet (sapf_msg.sel), and sees that it
should call function CALLBACK_UNICAST_TRANSIT_RREP_HANDLER

using arguments (a_mac,a_sel). These arguments are the originally
stored (rreq_msg.eth,rreq_msg.reply). Hence, the RREP is
forwarded to selector rreq_msg.reply at the node with MAC address
rreq_msg.eth (see line 23).
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Listing 5.6: PROMELA code modeling callback map.

1 /* sel, callback_type, aux1, aux2 */

2 chan ch_loc_callbacks = [SET_CALLB_CAP] of {byte, byte,

byte, byte};

3 ...

4 /* Static local selector: RREQ_HANDLER callback */

5 ch_loc_callbacks!!SEL_RREQ, CALLBACK_RREQ_HANDLER, 0, 0;

6 ...

7 do

8 ...

9 if

10 ::(rreq_msg.dst == ip_arr[node_id]) ->

11 ...

12 ::else ->

13 /* If RREQ is not for our IP number, assign

14 callback and rebroadcast */

15 ch_loc_callbacks!!last_local_sel,

CALLBACK_UNICAST_TRANSIT_RREP_HANDLER,

rreq_msg.eth, rreq_msg.reply;

16 ...

17 fi

18

19 /* unicast_transit_rrep_handler */

20 ::atomic {ch_loc_callbacks??eval(sapf_msg.sel),

CALLBACK_UNICAST_TRANSIT_RREP_HANDLER, a_mac,

a_sel ->

21 ...

22 if

23 ::TESTCONN(a_mac, node_id) -> ch_sapf[a_mac

]!a_sel, rrep_msg

24 ::else -> skip

25 fi

26 }

27 ...

28 od
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Table 5.1: SPIN LUNAR verification partial order reduction gain, for IP packet deliv-

ered property.

Without partial Using partial Reduction gain

order reduction order reduction

Scen. States Trans. States Trans. States Trans.

gen. gen.

(a) 9653 25049 5715 12105 41% 52%

(b) 539601 1.70e+06 269886 731118 50% 57%

(c) 106621 302862 53614 128831 50% 57%

(e) 2.78e+06 1.03e+07 1.41e+06 4.59e+06 49% 55%

5.3.4 Verification Results
In our SPIN verification, we exploited partial order reduction [63]. See Table
5.1 for a comparison of the successful SPIN verifications of Paper II, per-
formed with partial order reduction off and on respectively. We have only
included the scenarios where exhaustive verification could be performed with
partial order reduction turned on; see Paper II for the remaining results, also
for the UPPAAL verifications. The table shows that the state space needed
to search in exhaustive verification decreases with 41-50% for these scenar-
ios. However, the use of partial order reduction did not enable us to run more
complex scenarios.

The most complex LUNAR scenario we could verify using SPIN was sce-
nario (e), with five nodes and one topology change (one of the nodes disap-
pearing during scenario execution). Once we add another node (scenario (f))
or add another topology change to a scenario with only four nodes (scenario
(d)), we run out of 4GB of memory after a few hours, on the machine we used
for the experiments. With UPPAAL, we are able to get a little further, although
results are not directly comparable due to additional abstraction introduced in
the UPPAAL LUNAR model (c.f., Paper II). We were able to complete verifi-
cation for scenarios (d) and (f) as well as for scenario (g), with six nodes and
one topology change. However, for scenario (h), with seven nodes and one
topology change, we run out of memory in a couple of hours, on the machine
we used for the experiments.

We thus conclude from this initial study that the number of nodes we can
use in our model instantiations can be considered realistic for the usage areas
of ad hoc routing protocols. However, the number of topology changes is very
limited as well as the amount of traffic; we only let one node instantiate a
single route request, with two potential resending operations, and followed
by a routed IP packet transmission. Moreover, the assumptions we need to
impose on the network configurations in order to prove successful route setup
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Table 5.2: SPIN verification of only RREQ flooding and RREQ received property.

Scen. States Trans. Search Memory [MB] Time

gen. compl.

(a) 236237 602488 Yes 25.04 3.47 s

(b) 127338 329607 Yes 16.35 1.91 s

(c) 134548 346138 Yes 15.18 2.00 s

(d) 643319 1.7e+06 Yes 56.39 9.68 s

(e) 3.6e+07 1.0e+08 Yes 4436 12 min 18 s

(f) 3.1e+07 8.9e+07 Yes 4122 10 min 52 s

(g) 7.7e+07 2.2e+08 No 8192 41 min 20 s

and initial IP packet delivery are very strong. Recall that we need to require a
connected path available during the whole scenario.

Our next step to model checking the same properties in more complex con-
figurations is to introduce additional abstraction.

5.4 Analysis Using Manual Abstraction
The work on Paper II confirmed the evident, namely that the many possible
packet interleavings, caused by the flooding operation, is a central contributor
to the state space explosion in model checking LUNAR. Recall that RREQs
are flooded from a source node S to a destination node D to whom S needs
a route. Table 5.2 shows our results when removing everything from the LU-
NAR SPIN model, except (a maximum of) three RREQ flooding attempts,
performed non-deterministically. The scenarios are the same as in Paper II.
As verification property, we here use AF rreq_rec, meaning “for all com-
putation paths, LUNAR node 1 eventually receives an RREQ originated by
LUNAR node 0”. The experiments were performed using Spin version 5.1.6,
with COLLAPSE [61] compression and partial order reduction enabled, on a
machine with an AMD Opteron 2220 2.8 GHz processor and 8 GB of avail-
able memory.

As seen in the table, only performing three RREQ flooding attempts still
severely limits the possible network configurations that can be studied. This
motivates the possibility to reason about the flooding operation manually, in
order to verify a LUNAR model under the assumption that flooding works as
intended. That is, we modularize the model into a flooding component and
a component with the remaining LUNAR logic. We reason about the flood-
ing component manually and abstract from it when model checking the other
component. This method is what we refer to as broadcast abstraction in Paper
III.
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In the paper, we formalize the flooding operation used in LUNAR as Prop-
agating Localized Broadcast with Dampening (PLBD), in order to be specific
about what type of flooding we refer to. By “propagating”, we mean the re-
broadcasting that each network node does upon receiving a PLBD message
from another node. “Localized broadcast” refers to the fact that a transmission
in a wireless network only reaches nodes that are within, interference-free, ra-
dio communication range of the transmitting node. “Dampening” is the term
we use to describe that each node only re-broadcasts each unique PLBD mes-
sage once, thus preventing looping broadcasts in the network. We assume that
a unique identifier can be generated by each node, e.g., using their network
interface MAC address in combination with a sequence number.

Recall (see Section 5.3.1) that we need to impose quite strong assump-
tions on the network configurations, in order to be able to verify the Route
successfully set up and IP packet delivered properties – the network fairness
constraints. In Paper III, we considered what the minimum network fairness
constraints are for an RREQ initiated at a node S to reach its intended destina-
tion D. Intuitively, our proposal for these constraints are inductively described
as:

• S either needs to be in direct radio contact with D or with at least one other
node np for the time period needed to successfully transmit the RREQ to
D or np. The first case guarantees that the RREQ can be transmitted to D,
given that the non-specific condition “. . . for the time period needed . . . ” is
fulfilled,

• In the second case, np either needs to be in direct radio contact with D or
with at least one other node nq, that has not yet received the RREQ, for the
time period needed to successfully transmit the RREQ to D or nq,

• . . . and so on.

Definition 2 in Paper III formalizes the above conditions. In combination
with the assumption of a finite network, these conditions are enough to guar-
antee that a RREQ initiated at node S, intended for node D, will indeed reach
node D. This description corresponds to Theorem 1 of Paper III.

We observe that in order to prove the Route successfully set up and IP
packet delivered properties, we need the above conditions on the network
topology, in addition to connectivity for the RREP and subsequent IP packets.
Otherwise, all RREQ attempts can fail, and the properties cannot be proven.
The conditions guarantee successful RREQ transmission. If we know that the
RREQ reaches D, then we can, in a backward fashion, check which node that
transmitted the RREQ to D, and so on, all the way back to S. The path thus
achieved is what we refer to as the PLBD path in Paper III (see Theorem 1 of
that paper).

The main idea of Paper III is to focus on this PLBD path, since that ab-
stracts from RREQs transmitted along all other paths. This makes verification
trivial, since broadcasting is effectively turned into unicasting. Our LUNAR
UPPAAL model in Paper II is completely packet driven in the sense that one
incoming LUNAR packet, results in some local updates and at most one out-
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going packet. We thus transform our previous model into one where we model
a packet that transforms into a new packet at each passed node, along with
some global tables, modeling local state at different network nodes. There
are three LUNAR packet processes instantiated: one for each RREQ attempt.
Since we assume connectivity yielding a PLBD path, we cannot have link
breaks on the path that the RREQ traverses to reach node D. However, the de-
livery of the RREP, or subsequent IP packets can encounter link breaks on the
found path. Consequently, we permit up to two such link breaks; permitting
more would not make verification possible, since all three RREPs (or the sub-
sequent IP packet) could then be lost. Figure 5.4 shows part of the UPPAAL
model used in Paper III.

rcv_node_rec_lunar_rreq

other_node_rec_lunar_rreq

packet_traversal

local_time <= MAX_XMIT_TIME

(pkt_type == PKT_TYPE_LUNAR_RREQ) &
(node_id_to == RECEIVING_NODE_ETH) &
(dest_sel == SEL_RREQ) &
(hops_left == 0)

(pkt_type == PKT_TYPE_LUNAR_RREQ) &
(node_id_to != SENDING_NODE_ETH) &
(node_id_to != RECEIVING_NODE_ETH) &
(dest_sel == SEL_RREQ) &
(hops_left >= 1)

next_node_id_from = node_id_to,
next_reply_sel = local_sels[node_id_to]

(global_time <= GLOBAL_TIMEOUT) &&
(local_time >= MIN_XMIT_TIME)

local_time = 0

Figure 5.4: Part of message centered UPPAAL LUNAR automaton, used for the ex-
periments in Paper III.

The location packet_traversal models a packet in transit between
two network nodes; as before, this transmission can take anywhere between
MIN_XMIT_TIME and MAX_XMIT_TIME time units. We also use a
global timeout, which results in termination (transition not shown in the
figure) after a given maximum time. After the packet has been transmitted,
local time is reset in preparation for the next packet transmission. Then,
a transition is made to a location modeling a network node receiving this
particular packet. The only cases shown in the figure are when node,
D, (MAC address RECEIVING_NODE_ETH), receives a route request
(location rcv_node_rec_lunar_rreq), and when a node other than
S (MAC address SENDING_NODE_ETH) or D receives a route request
(location other_node_rec_lunar_rreq). Note that we use a variable
hops_left to keep track of if we have reached the network diameter,
provided as parameter. Not shown in the figure are the transitions from
other_node_rec_lunar_rreq where we set the destination to D for
the last transmission, when hops_left becomes zero.

The advantage of our broadcast abstraction is that we can study larger net-
work configurations than before, under the same assumptions. There are, how-
ever, a number of disadvantages. First, the assumptions on network configu-
rations are quite strong, although we believe necessary for verification to suc-
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ceed. Second, the model becomes much more abstract, since it is centered
around a packet in transit, as opposed to protocol instances running on each
network node. This contradicts our goal to make verification simple. Third,
for protocols that use broadcast for other purposes than flooding RREQs, e.g.,
neighbor sensing, our abstraction cannot be employed.

5.5 Automatic Infinite-State Verification
We continue by investigating the applicability of automatic infinite-state veri-
fication methods to ad hoc routing protocols. We study arbitrary network con-
figurations, verifying other properties than in Papers I – III. We desire simplic-
ity, in order for protocol designers to routinely perform the analysis during de-
velopment of a new protocol. Our selected formalism is graph transformation
systems (GTSs), due to their ability to straightforwardly and visually model
dynamic systems which generate non-linear structures; such structures appear
in network protocol configurations due to communication. Our hope is that
we can develop an infinite-state technique which is both powerful and easy to
apply. This corresponds to Research issue 5 in Section 1.3. In this work we
limit ourselves to safety properties.

5.5.1 Symbolic Backward Analysis
In the case of ad hoc routing protocols, a system configuration consists of the
network nodes that are in the network, messages that are in transit, and the
state of each network node, including its routing table. We use hypergraphs
(see Section 3.2.3) to represent system configurations. To symbolically rep-
resent sets of system configurations we use patterns (see Section 3.2.3). The
sets can contain an infinite number of system configurations.

Negative Application Conditions

An important problem we encounter when modeling the DYMO v10 draft ad
hoc routing protocol [26] with a GTS occurs when a network node receives
routing information regarding a node for which it does not have a routing table
entry. The specification [26] says that:

Next, ThisNode checks whether its routing table has an entry to the
AddBlk.OrigNode.Address using longest-prefix matching [RFC1812]. If a
route does not exist and the address is a unicast address, then the new routing
information is considered fresh and a new route table entry is created and
updated as described in Section 5.2.2.

where “ThisNode” is the node that received the routing information and “Ad-
dBlk.OrigNode.Address” is what we refer to as Orig below. We call this
action “Routing table update, no previous entry”; without it, routing tables
would never be populated with any data. Hence, we need a way to determine
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whether or not a routing table at a node contains an entry pertaining to a
particular destination. We model routing tables as maps, with the destination
node address as key (see Section 4.1.2); we call this addressRouteAddress
below. To check for the inclusion of a particular key we use negative appli-
cation conditions (NACs) which will be explained shortly. A more low-level
approach is to model the map explicitly, close to the way it would be imple-
mented. Figure 5.5 exemplifies the NAC approach, by showing how we model
“Routing table update, no previous entry” in our DYMO GTS model.
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Figure 5.5: Graph rewriting rule, α , modeling DYMO routing table update when there
is no previous entry. Diamond node 6 = {node 2, node 6}.

In the figure, we introduce some additional notation for patterns and hyper-
graphs. Double boxes and double circles represent negative hyperedges and
nodes respectively. In Paper V, we allow for patterns to have both positive
and negative parts. Intuitively, a pattern, ϕ , contains a positive part, which is
a hypergraph, and a set of negative parts, which are also hypergraphs. The
negative parts are the NACs referred to above. ϕ represents the set of hyper-
graphs, that contain its positive part as a subgraph, but none of the negative
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parts. Hence, the left hand side pattern in Figure 5.5 models a network node
A (graph node 3), which has a routing table (graph node 4), which does not
contain an entry pertaining to network node D (graph node 6, drawn as a di-
amond). A diamond represents a graph node that can have several identities.
In this case, graph node 6 can have the identities 2 and 6 (this setting is not
shown in the figure, only in the model file). This means that the rewriting rule
represents two rules: one in which graph nodes 2 and 6 are merged (in both
the left and right hand sides of the rule) and one in which they are separate
(with the identities 2 and 6).

The reason for introducing the diamond notation is to avoid having to write
several different graph rewriting rules for representing different network node
configurations. In this case, the routing message (graph node 1) may last have
been sent from the originator of the message (graph node 6), in which case
its IP source address (graph node 2, connected by the IPSource hyperedge)
should be the same as its originator address (graph node 6, connected by the
Orig hyperedge). The routing message may also have been sent by a node
different from the originator, in which case IPSource should be different
from Orig.

Since the implementation of the map inclusion operation is not central to
our protocol verification we model it abstractly using NACs. We perform a
backward reachability analysis for verifying safety properties of ad hoc rout-
ing protocols. This means that we start from a set of undesired system config-
urations and generate predecessors to these configurations. If we reach a fixed
point of configurations while applying our graph rewriting rules backwards
and we have not found an initial configuration, this means that none of the
undesired configurations is reachable from an initial configuration.

Backward Reachability Procedure

Our procedure for computing predecessors of a particular pattern ϕ over a
graph rewriting rule α is described in Paper V; see Procedure 2 of that paper.
There we also show that the procedure is sound, according to the description
in Section 3.2.5. A high level description of the procedure is that it applies the
graph rewriting rules backwards, meaning that it has to compute all patterns
that represent system configurations which could be a predecessor of a system
configuration represented by the original pattern. We refer to this process as
rewinding a pattern over a graph rewriting rule. In practice, this means that
we have to construct all possible partial matchings of nodes in the pattern
to be rewound, ϕ , and the right hand side hypergraph of the graph rewriting
rule, α . Then we subtract the right hand side, R, and add the left hand side,
L, of α . Figure 5.7 illustrates the procedure when computing predecessors
of the pattern ϕ in Figure 5.6 over the graph rewriting rule α in Figure 5.5.
ϕ represents a set of bad system configurations when running the DYMO
protocol, namely some of which correspond to a potential looping situation.
The left hand side of Figure 5.7 shows the resulting predecessor pattern, ϕ ′,
for one possible partial node matching between R and ϕ . Hyperedges and
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Figure 5.6: Pattern, ϕ , representing a set of bad system configurations in DYMO.

nodes of ϕ have been colored grey and connecting lines dashed, in order to
make the figure clearer.

Subsumption

Now consider ϕ ′, the generated predecessor of ϕ , shown in the left hand side
of Figure 5.7. In the left hand side of Figure 5.8 we show ϕ ′, with the hyper-
edges and nodes from ϕ drawn with thicker lines. In the right hand side of
Figure 5.8 we show ϕ . We see that ϕ is a subgraph of ϕ ′. Thus, we say that ϕ ′

is subsumed by ϕ , written ϕ ′ � ϕ , since the set of hypergraphs that ϕ repre-
sents includes the set of hypergraphs that ϕ ′ represents (see Section 3.2.3 and
Paper V).

Proposition 1 in Paper V provides a method for syntactically checking sub-
sumption also in the presence of NACs. In that paper we show soundness and
completeness of the method. Hence, if the conditions of the proposition are
fulfilled such that it claims that a pattern ϕ is subsumed by another pattern ψ ,
then we really have ϕ � ψ (soundness) and vice versa (completeness). For an
illustration of subsumption between two patterns with NACs, see Figure 5.9.
In the figure, the meaning of the left hand side is “a node which has a routing
table which does not contain any routing table entries”. The meaning of the
right hand side is “a node which has a routing table which does not contain
any routing table entry pertaining to a specific destination”. Hence the right
hand side represents more configurations than the left hand side.

Checking for subsumption enables us to discard all generated patterns, ϕ ,
that are subsumed by another found pattern, ψ . The reason is that we will
cover all the predecessors of ϕ by rewinding ψ .

Type Constraints

The worst case complexity of the predecessor computation is of course very
high, due to combinatorial explosion in the partial node matchings between
R and ϕ as they grow in size. A way to alleviate this problem is to use dif-
ferent heuristics for disregarding unfruitful matchings. Unfruitful in this con-
text means that the generated predecessor pattern represents configurations
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Figure 5.7: One possible partial node matching and the corresponding computed pre-
decessor, ϕ ′, of pattern ϕ (see Figure 5.6) rewound over graph rewriting rule α (see
Figure 5.5).

that could not occur in an implementation and should be prevented when the
model is analyzed in the forward direction. To this end, we let the user specify
simple type constraints.

The first such type constraint is that we introduce labeling on the nodes.
This does not add modeling expressiveness, since node labels can, e.g., be
modeled by unary edges. We expect that the user can add these labels straight-
forwardly by considering the intended meaning of each node in the model.
The semantics of node labels is that when computing predecessors, nodes may
only map to nodes with the same label; nodes with the empty string as node la-
bel can map to any node. As an example, consider Figure 5.10, which depicts
pattern ϕ in Figure 5.6 with node labels added; these are drawn as labeled
arrows to differentiate them from node identifiers.

In the figure, we have used the node labels RT (route table), RE (route en-
try), RSN (route sequence number) and NODE (network node). We see that
the information provided by the node labels is redundant in the model; e.g.,
we already know that the RSN-labeled nodes model route sequence numbers,
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Figure 5.8: Pattern predecessor subsumed by its successor.

since these nodes are connected to the second index of a RouteSeqNo edge.
However, by making the user add this information explicitly we can drasti-
cally reduce the number of node combinations that need to be considered. Of
course, the same effect could be achieved by adding unary edges for denot-
ing node types, at a greater computation cost for checking them. Figure 5.11
shows an example of a node label mismatch; hence we do not generate any of
the corresponding predecessor patterns.

The second type constraint we use is specified using invalid patterns, i.e.,
patterns representing configurations which violate the type constraint. These
constraints also restrict the possible node matchings, enabling unfruitful
matchings to be disregarded early, before generating a predecessor pattern.
The reader is referred to Appendix A for more details regarding these
type constraints. In a related work, Andries et al. [9] mention methods for
matching left hand sides to hypergraphs in the forward direction, whereby
start nodes for matching are efficiently located.

Handling Integer-Valued Variables

We need to model integer-valued variables, as DYMO uses sequence numbers
and hop counts. This is done by representing integers as nodes, and greater
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Figure 5.10: Pattern, ϕ , with node labels added.

than (>) and equality (=) relations as binary hyperedges connecting these
nodes. We do not represent concrete integer values. Hence, we cannot com-
pare integers which are not connected by a relational edge. Contradicting =
and > edges are detected during the predecessor computation. Patterns con-
taining such contradictions are discarded.

To handle the transitive closure of > and = we treat hyperedges with these
labels specially, according to the following description.

1. Whenever there are edges labeled > or = in the right hand side of a graph
rewriting rule, the user has to ensure that the transitive closure of these
edges are in the rule. See Figure 3.2 for an illustration. In the figure, the
> hyperedge connecting nodes 7 and 8 has been added to complete the
transitive closure of numerical edges.

2. In the predecessor computation, for each pattern generated, the closure of
all transitive numerical relations present in the pattern is computed. New
relational edges are then added to the pattern accordingly.

The reason that we have to perform the above steps is that our syntactic
subsumption check cannot deduce such semantic information about relations.
In addition to the steps above, there is a problematic situation that can occur
when nodes modeling numbers are created by a graph rewriting rule, i.e., they
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and the right hand side, R, of graph rewriting rule α (see Figure 5.5). There is a node
label mismatch between graph node 7 (labeled NHC) in R and a node labeled RSN in
pattern ϕ .
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Figure 5.12: Inconsistent pattern.

appear in the right hand side but not in the left hand side. We may then need
to remove or add numerical relational edges in order not to miss possible
predecessor patterns. The reader interested in learning more about this case
and our solution is referred to Appendix A.

Handling Inconsistencies

While rewinding patterns, we may encounter inconsistencies, i.e., a pattern
with a NAC that contradicts a positive subgraph. See Figure 5.12 for an exam-
ple of such a situation.

We need to detect and discard patterns with such inconsistencies, except in
a special situation. In short, the situation involves graph rewriting rules that re-
move positive edges, i.e., where a positive edge is present in the left hand side
of a graph rewriting rule, but not in the right hand side. If we rewind a pattern,
ϕ , that has a negative edge which contradicts the removed edge (present in the
left hand side of the rule), then we cannot discard the resulting predecessor
pattern. The reason is that the predecessor pattern should represent the case
where there is exactly one edge left, because this could have been the case
before applying the graph rewriting rule forward and ending up in pattern ϕ .
We thus resolve such situations by removing the conflicting NAC segment,
which results in an over-approximation; we cannot always represent exactly
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Figure 5.13: Example illustrating subsumption problem.

one occurrence of a subgraph using patterns. See Paper V for a more detailed
explanation along with an illustration.

5.5.2 Extension to Heap-Manipulating Programs
The final contribution discussed in this thesis is the extension of the graph
grammar backward reachability approach to handle network protocols which
operate on complex shapes, such as lists of lists. This corresponds to Research
issue 6 in Section 1.3.

Motivation to the Extension

The problem of not being able to verify list algorithms occurred already dur-
ing the work on Paper V. The backward reachability procedure (Procedure 1
in Paper V) fails to terminate when the set of patterns to be rewound does not
decrease in size over time, due to insufficient subsumption between patterns.
In that work, however, the “lists” were chains of network connections, as il-
lustrated by the following example where the predecessor patterns generated
keep growing in size.

Example 2. In Figure 5.13, action α ′ simply moves an A edge from one side
of a C edge to the other. Figure 5.13(b) shows a partial predecessor trace where
we can see that no generated abstract pattern is subsumed by another one in
the trace.

A graph grammar is a GTS with an initial hypergraph. If we select our
graph grammar as action α ′ together with an empty initial hypergraph, we
can see that a pattern containing the initial hypergraph cannot be reached by
computing predecessors of the rightmost pattern in Figure 5.13(b); however,
the backward reachability procedure as presented in Paper V will not termi-
nate. In the “Public/private servers” and “Firewall” examples [76], used in
Paper V, we introduce specialized transitivity rules; something which requires
user ingenuity. For example, building on the example of Figure 5.13, we could
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Figure 5.14: Introducing transitivity to get subsumption.

introduce the rule that “binary edges labeled C are transitive”. This means that
we need to take the transitive closure of predecessor patterns before compar-
ing them for subsumption (and also account for the introduced edges in the
predecessor computation, as described in Paper V). It is safe to do so in this
case since we do not include any graph rewriting rule for removing a C edge,
i.e., to break a connection.

Figure 5.14 shows what happens if we introduce such a transitivity rule for
binary edges labeled C. As seen in the figure, we have now added a C edge
to the leftmost pattern, according to our transitivity rule; thus, the leftmost
pattern is subsumed by the middle one. Hence, we do not need to continue
generating predecessors for the leftmost pattern.

Summarization and Materialization

In Paper VI, we use a different approach, where we abstract patterns contain-
ing expanding structures, as in Figure 5.13(b). The purpose is to require less
user ingenuity, at the cost of potentially generating too coarse abstractions. In
Figure 5.15, we show a case where abstraction is introduced when computing
the third predecessor pattern. As can be seen, we abstract by replacing two
or more occurrences of a node with the same hyperedge neighborhood by a
summary node, shown as a dashed circle connected with dashed edges. The
hyperedge neighborhood of a node in a hypergraph defines its actual node

type. In contrast, the specified node type of a node in a pattern specifies which
actual node types may occur in the hypergraphs which the pattern represents.
We refer to patterns with summary nodes and a specified node typing as ab-

stract patterns. In Paper VI we omit NACs from the abstract patterns, in order
to make the presentation clearer.

The semantics of a summary node is that it represents one or more regular
nodes. The hyperedges connected to a summary node are thus connected to
one or more nodes, represented by the summary node. In order to compute the
predecessors of an abstract pattern, we need to concretize it. However, fully
concretizing a summary node would require generating all possible patterns
for all possible numbers of concrete nodes that the summary node represents –
this is an infinite number. Thus, we only partially concretize; this is referred to
as materializing in Paper VI. In the paper we show that materializing up to a
certain number of nodes is enough to achieve a best abstract transformer [39].
More specifically, materializing more does not result in any new predecessor
patterns. The intuition behind this result is that the only nodes of an abstract
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Figure 5.15: Introducing abstraction to get subsumption.

pattern that can change their hyperedge neighborhood, when rewinding over a
graph rewriting rule, are those that match a node in the right hand side of the
rule. In our implementation, we cache materializations for each summary node
neighborhood to avoid having to compute the same materialization several
times.

In Figure 5.15, the abstraction and materialization steps are shown in
dashed boxes; for simplicity, only one materialized pattern is shown. By
summarizing nodes, the bottom leftmost abstract pattern becomes subsumed
by middle rightmost pattern; in the case of using only the single action α ′

in our graph grammar we will thus terminate. However, for larger graph
grammars the introduced abstraction can result in spurious counterexamples.

Modeling Method

In this part of the work, we use a number of heap-manipulating programs
as verification targets. The properties we analyze are those presented in Sec-
tion 4.3.3. The first part of each model is a section where the data structure
required as input is created. In our example models, this is either a singly
linked list of arbitrary length, or an arbitrary list of lists. In Figure 5.16, we
show the graph rewriting rules used to generate an arbitrary list of lists start-
ing from the initial hypergraph in Figure 5.17. An explanation of the process
follows.

Both x and z are supposed to initially point to the same, well-formed, list
of non-empty lists (acyclic, non-shared). The graph rewriting rule in Fig-
ure 5.16(a) creates a horizontal list, i.e., a list that will contain a number of
sublists. We see that x and z are initially NULL. The rule creates new list ob-
jects, which have an n and a d selector, in memory. The d selector is NULL-
terminated. The rule in Figure 5.16(b) creates the vertical sublists. This rule
also creates new list objects in memory, but in these, the n selector is NULL-
terminated. The graph rewriting rules in Figure 5.18 can non-deterministically
stop the list of lists creation by setting the program counter to program line 2
and start executing the program. The variable t is set to the n selector of x or
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Figure 5.16: Graph rewriting rules for creating horizontal and vertical lists.
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Figure 5.17: Initial hypergraph for generation of list of lists.

to NULL if x is NULL. This value of t needs to be set for the “flatten” algorithm
used as a running example in Paper VI to work.

To illustrate the remaining modeling of a program, using graph rewriting
rules, we show the rules which correspond to program line 4 of the program
in Listing 4.1 on page 51; see Figure 5.19. Note that we need several graph
rewriting rules to model this program line. The reason is that variables list,
next, and res can contain three different memory addresses, or they can
contain the same address as one or two of the other variables. However, when
modeling, the diamond notation described in Section 5.5.1 enables us to write
one graph rewriting rule which is automatically transformed into the different
rules by the parser in our implementation. In this case diamond node 2 can
be node 1 or 2; diamond node 3 can be node 1, 2, or 3. The parser does not
generate redundant graph rewriting rules, in case different node combinations
give equivalent rules (only differing in node identifiers).
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Figure 5.18: Graph rewriting rules for stopping list creation and moving to the next
program line.
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Figure 5.19: Graph rewriting rule, corresponding to line 4 of the program in List-
ing 4.1. Diamond node 2 = {node 1, node 2}, diamond node 3 = {node 1, node 2,
node 3}.

When rewinding a pattern containing a hyperedge representing the program
counter; e.g., labeled PC5 in Figure 5.19, we only apply graph rewriting rules
backwards, which do not have a contradicting program counter edge in their
right hand side. For programs with program counters we separate the graph
rewriting rules pertaining to different program lines. Thus, in the structure
we use to store the graph rewriting rules we implicitly create the control-flow
graph of the program. This is an optimization compared to rewinding over all
possible rules and then discarding patterns with contradicting program counter
edges.

Extending Subsumption

In addition to implementing abstraction and materialization procedures we
need to extend pattern subsumption to work on abstract patterns. This turned
out to be quite a difficult task and we present a sound and incomplete method
(Proposition 1) in Paper VI. The reason for the difficulty is in the subsumption
of summary nodes. When checking for subsumption we need a method to
determine if all materializations of an abstract pattern are subsumed by some
materialization of another abstract pattern. The materializations of a summary
node and its connected hyperedges depend on the specified node type of the
summary node, which hyperedges that are connected to it, and what specified
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node types the connected nodes have. The method we use covers many cases,
but not all; hence, it is not complete.

5.5.3 Implementation
We have implemented the described techniques in a tool called GBT (Graph
Backwards Tool). GBT is written in C++, using the Standard Template Library
(STL) [128]. The tool and all example models are available at our Source-
Forge.net project site [126].

Input and Output

GBT takes as input a file with extension.grm. This file has four sections. First
is the initial section where a .dot file with the initial system hypergraph
is given. Next comes the rules section where left and right hand sides of
all the actions in the system model are given. These are also described as
.dot files, separated by an arrow (->) to indicate which is the left and right
hand side respectively; the left hand sides of actions are (abstract) patterns
and the right hand sides are hypergraphs. The node identifiers are used to
determine the mapping between left and right hand sides of an action. The
two last sections are called bad and invalid and contain listings of .dot
files with undesirable (abstract) patterns and type constraints respectively. An
advantage of using the .dot format for describing hypergraphs and (abstract)
patterns is that we can use existing tools, e.g., neato [53] to generate images
of the graphs for use in documentation and during development. A language
reference for .grm files is available in Appendix B.

A Verification Session

When the tool starts, it parses the given.grm file and all the .dot files named
in it. Then the initial hypergraph, actions, type constraints and undesirable
patterns are used as input to the symbolic backward reachability procedure. If
this procedure terminates without reaching a set of configurations containing
the initial hypergraph, then verification successful is reported. Otherwise, an
error trace, showing a sequence of actions leading to one of the undesirable
graph patterns, is provided (if tracing has been enabled). This enables the user
to track, e.g., potential modeling errors efficiently. Note that provided error
traces may be spurious, due to over-approximation.

Running GBT

GBT is executed from the command line. Available options include the pos-
sibility to turn on a verbose mode, which also outputs .dot files of all the
remaining patterns after each rewinding iteration. LATEX source can be gener-
ated from the model file. Further, there is the possibility to turn on tracing,
which keeps track of the successors of each pattern in order to be able to pro-
vide error traces in case verification fails. This feature slows down verification,
but is useful to trace problems in the model. For a more detailed instruction
on how to run GBT, see Appendix C.
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Table 5.3: Measurement results from using GBT on two versions of the DYMO draft.

Protocol Actions Checked Covered Left Time

DYMO draft 10

- dest. reply 56 179175 179165 10 31 min

- interm. reply 77 293222 293212 10 1h 5 min

DYMO draft 05 50 139069 139059 10 23 min 59 s

5.5.4 Verification Results
We applied the described methods and tool to a number of protocols and pro-
grams, results of which are presented in Papers V and VI. This shows the
feasibility of our method; it is useful for verifying properties of both nontriv-
ial protocols and heap-manipulating programs. We believe this fits well with
Research issue 5 in Section 1.3, since our experience is that GTSs are attrac-
tive to work with due to their visual appearance.

Since the work on Paper V we have implemented several optimizations in
GBT. Table 5.3 shows our latest DYMO verification results, at the time of
writing. See Papers V and VI for results pertaining to other protocols and pro-
grams. We verified the correct routing property described in Section 4.3.2. All
verifications were successful, i.e., the models satisfy the property. In the table,
Column Actions contains the number of actions in each model. Checked con-
tains the total number of non-impossible patterns generated by the predeces-
sor computation, plus the ones given as input. Covered contains the patterns
which were subsumed (see Section 5.5.1). Left contains the patterns left after
the analysis has finished; none of them contain the initial graph. Time con-
tains the total verification time (GBT start to end) on a machine with an AMD
Opteron 2220 2.8 GHz processor.

One important GBT optimization came out of the observation that in our
protocol verification a predecessor pattern is often subsumed by its immedi-
ate successor. This is, for example, the case in Figure 5.8 of Section 5.5.1.
Since subsumption checks are computationally expensive, we avoid them as
much as possible. Thus, the simple optimization is to first check subsumption
by the immediate successor pattern, and then check for subsumption by other
patterns. This reduced verification time significantly; see Table 5.4 for a com-
parison between verifications performed with and without this early subsump-
tion check. An additional advantage is that the memory footprint is reduced
since most patterns can be discarded early. For example, for the DYMO draft
v05 model there is a 55% decrease in verification time and maximum memory
usage is lowered by 92%.
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Table 5.4: Reduction in verification time and maximum memory consumption resulting

from implementing early subsumption check in GBT.

Without early subsumption With early subsumption

Protocol Time Memory Time Memory

DYMO draft 10

- dest. reply 1h 13 min 2.144 GB 31 min 147.2 MB

- interm. reply 2h 25 min 3.719 GB 1h 5 min 148.3 MB

DYMO draft 05 52 min 54 s 1.667 GB 23 min 59 s 142.6 MB
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6. Related Work

Below we discuss a number of approaches related to the work presented in
this thesis.

Cross-Platform Protocol Development

The NDISwrapper project [127, 74] implements the Windows NDIS APIs
on Linux. This enables Windows wireless network interface drivers to link
to the NDISwrapper library dynamically and run unmodified on Linux. The
approach is different to ours since it allows binary Windows drivers to be run
on Linux whereas we need to recompile versions for different platforms. On
the other hand, this method relies on drivers being developed using NDIS, also
for Linux, in order to be cross-platform compatible.

Examples of protocols implemented as NDIS intermediate network drivers
include the link layer protocol Multi-radio Unification Protocol (MUP) [3]
targeted for multihop wireless mesh networks. The Mesh connectivity layer
(MCL) [123] developed by Microsoft Research is also implemented as an
NDIS intermediate driver. MCL includes the ad hoc routing protocol Link
quality source routing (LQSR), which is a modified version of DSR.

Structured Ad Hoc Routing Protocol Testing

JiST/MobNet [78] is a Java based testbed for cross-platform MANET evalu-
ation (simulation, emulation, and real-world testing). Unmodified Java simu-
lation code can be evaluated in all three environments using translation lay-
ers. In contrast, our protocol implementations run natively (without translation
layers) in both operating systems and simulators, with only minor code differ-
ences in how the protocols interface with the different environments.

Gray et al. [54] compare the routing protocols APRL, AODV, ODMRP, and
STARA in a thirty-three node outdoor testbed. They use GPS to collect move-
ment traces from experiments in an open field where 40 people walk around
randomly with laptops. The traces are later fed into a tabletop emulation and
a simulator. They use direct execution to allow protocols developed in simula-
tion to run in the real world, similarly to the work of Saha et al. [119] as well
as the nsclick [97] project. In contrast to our code, packets are forwarded in
the operating systems’ user space, with separate event-loops and user schedul-
ing principles which increase the overhead as well as introduce uncertainties
about the performance impact. While our approach is scenario based, they
instead use random mobility and random traffic using UDP. Each routing pro-
tocol is run separately and subjected to different mobility and traffic. Their
focus is on validating different propagation models in simulation.
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Validating simulation models is also done in a follow up paper by Liu et
al. [85]. They report on results from comparing ad hoc routing protocols us-
ing direct-execution simulation driven by the above mentioned connectivity
traces. The authors come to the conclusion that it is possible to achieve fairly
accurate results with a simple radio model but that routing behavior is quite
sensitive to parameter changes. They suggest to either implement more com-
plex radio models or be driven by traces from the environment of interest. The
simple radio models applied by the authors produce acceptable results for an
open field but this is not true for an indoor corridor environment such as ours
or, e.g., a forest. We further study real world effects without sampling and
approximating the radio environment.

Haq and Kunz [57] evaluate OLSR using two different simulators as well
as an emulated testbed. They study the total number of successfully transmit-
ted packets using CBR traffic (UDP) at two different rates and two different
packet sizes. The authors use a single scenario with five nodes and report that
for low traffic rates, testbed results match closely with those from simulation.
However, at higher rates they see very significant differences. Haq and Kunz
further only study the total number of packets received whereas we look at
protocol behaviors during the whole scenario and also measure, e.g., laten-
cies.

Network Modeling for Verification

Ruys [117] devises methods to model broadcast and multicast in SPIN [62].
An alternative to using a boolean connectivity matrix is to use a matrix of
channels. Further, a broadcast service process is an alternative to modeling
with a broadcast macro. Since we utilize asynchronous channels with large
enough capacity for the broadcasts, our choice to use a broadcast macro in
Paper II does not have an impact on the asynchronous nature of the message
delivery process. Bhargavan, Obradovic, and Gunter [14, 100] in their finite-
state AODV SPIN model use a connectivity matrix and a network process,
which transmits packets to connected neighbors. In [46], Fehnker, van Hoesel,
and Mader model broadcast communication between network nodes similarly
to what we do in Papers I and II using an UPPAAL broadcast channel and a
connectivity matrix, checked by receiving sensor nodes.

As discussed in Section 3.2.3, a network model can be constructed using
an unbounded array, representing packets that are in transit in the network.
In a protocol model where such a network abstraction is used, all network
nodes can take action based on the packets in the array. This is a very general
network model in which packets can be repeated infinitely many times, arrive
out of order, and in which packets may arrive at an arbitrary time to their
destination. It is used by Das and Dill [40] in their verification of the AODV
routing protocol, later followed by Lahiri and Bryant [81].

Xiong et al. [146, 145] model AODV using Petri nets. A topology ap-
proximation mechanism describes dynamic topology changes. Their broad-
cast model thus works by sending out unicast messages to a randomized set
of nodes.
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Wireless Protocol Verification

Kwiatkowska and Parker [80] perform probabilistic model checking of the
two-way handshake mechanism in the 802.11 Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) protocol. Modeling with probabilistic timed automata is suitable to
appropriately capture the behavior of the protocol, due to its randomized ex-
ponential backoff rules. The authors use a fixed network topology consisting
of two sending and two receiving nodes. With the PRISM [109] tool, a number
of properties regarding the probabilities of repeated packet collisions and the
maximum time for certain events to occur are verified. This work is to some
extent orthogonal to ours, since we cannot analyze probabilities at all using
the described techniques. For example, we need to model message loss using
non-deterministic choice.

Fehnker, van Hoesel, and Mader [46] model and verify properties of the
lightweight medium access control protocol (LMAC) [140] using UPPAAL.
LMAC is a schedule-based link/physical layer protocol tailored for use in
wireless sensor networks. Notably, the authors analyze the property that
nodes choose new communication time slots after a collision is detected. As
expected, the model does not satisfy this property for all studied network
topologies. Counterexample traces are thus used to iteratively correct errors
in the original protocol specification such that it satisfies the property for a
larger number of the studied topologies. These constitute all possible static,
bi-directional, topologies involving four and five nodes respectively.

Boulis et al. [17] develop the CaVi sensor network analysis program, which
combines PRISM model checking with Castalia [95] simulation. PRISM pro-
vides exact or Monte-Carlo simulated results of multi-hop reception probabil-
ities for the analyzed protocol. Castalia is a wireless sensor network simulator,
which is based on the OMNet++ [103] discrete event simulation environment.
Fehnker and Gao [45] in a preceding paper study performance properties of
a gossiping protocol, using PRISM for model checking and a Monte-Carlo
simulator implemented in MATLAB [132].

Finite-State Ad Hoc Routing Protocol Verification

Espensen, Kjeldsen, and Kristensen [44] construct and analyze a CPN [69]
model of the DYMO ad hoc routing protocol. The analyses are done using
a number of static network topologies. During model construction and initial
analysis, the authors identify ambiguities and omissions in revision 10 of the
DYMO Internet draft document [26]. Their findings were reported to the IETF
MANET Working Group [134] mailing list after which the protocol designers
incorporated the suggestions in revision 11 of DYMO [27]. The study there-
fore had a direct impact on protocol development. The main contribution of
the work can be expressed as a thorough manual review of the DYMO draft
revision 10, aided by a CPN model checker.

A CPN simulation study on DYMO is also performed by Yuan and Billing-
ton [149]. The authors report on ambiguities in their studied DYMO ver-
sion (revision 5 [25]). The main differences in [44] are that Espensen, Kjeld-
sen, and Kristensen present a more detailed DYMO CPN model, with ex-
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plicit topology modeling as well as initial model checking results. Xiong et
al. [146, 145] report on a looping situation in AODV found during a state
space search of a general ten node topology in their AODV Petri net model.

Chiyangwa and Kwiatkowska [28] study timing properties of AODV using
UPPAAL. Their model uses a linear topology with specialized sender, receiver
and intermediate nodes. The authors investigate how network diameter affects
the protocol. They report that at 12 intermediate nodes, the recommended
setting for route lifetime starts to prevent long routes from being discovered.
Adaptive selection of this parameter is proposed as a way to compensate for
the behavior in large networks. This work is closely related to our work in
Papers I–III, but they focus on UPPAAL and study a single (linear) scenario
type.

de Renesse and Aghvami [41] use SPIN to model check the ad hoc routing
protocol WARP. They use a general five node topology, and provide a partial
search for invalid end-states (using the approximating bitstate hashing mode
[62]), covering 98% of the state space. Zakiuddin et al. [150] construct and
model check CSP [60] models of the Cluster-Based Routing Protocol [70].
The authors verify that node self-organization terminates in a correct state;
they report that their analyses are limited to about five participating nodes.

Infinite-State Ad Hoc Routing Protocol Verification

Ogier [102] presents a manual proof of correctness for the TBRPF [101] pro-
tocol. He uses induction on the number of hops to deduce that the routing
module routes optimally in terms of least number of hops. For the discovery
module he further presents a proof that the neighbor information exchanged
is sufficient for the functionality of the protocol.

Bhargavan, Obradovic, and Gunter [14, 100] utilize the HOL [139] theorem
prover in their deduction of freedom from routing loops in AODV. Three lem-
mas are verified using a finite SPIN model after which HOL is employed to
prove that the three lemmas imply a path invariant theorem, thus generalizing
the proof to arbitrary topologies. Both the above methods require a significant
amount of user interaction and expertise. In contrast, in Paper V we automati-
cally prove loop freedom for an arbitrary number of nodes. Our experience is
that modeling using GTSs is more intuitive than to separately construct SPIN
models and HOL proofs.

Das and Dill [40] develop automatic predicate discovery for use in predicate
abstraction, and prove loop freedom for a simplified version of AODV, exclud-
ing timeouts. The construction of an abstract system and discovery of relevant
abstraction predicates require many calls to a theorem prover; our method
in Paper V does not need to interact with a theorem prover since we check
the graphs directly for inconsistencies. Lahiri and Bryant [81], following the
example of Das and Dill, also verify loop freedom of AODV, but using the
UCLID_PA [138] tool. Indexed predicate abstraction is used whereas Das and
Dill’s verification is done using quantified predicates. Lahiri and Bryant’s ver-
ification process requires manual consideration since some indexing is done
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manually. None of the above techniques mention extensions to complex com-
posite data structures, something which we address in Paper VI.

Other Related Approaches

Musuvathi et al. [94] and Engler and Musuvathi [43] use approximate model
checking to search for bugs in protocol implementations. Approximate in this
case means that only a small signature of each visited state is retained, rather
than the whole state; this is a measure to conserve memory at the cost of poten-
tially concluding that a particular state has already been visited when in reality
it has not. Although their method is generally applicable they choose to focus
on network protocol implementations, an example of which is three differ-
ent AODV implementations. The model checker is called C Model Checker
(CMC) and runs on unmodified C code; hence, no model transformation is
needed. CMC focuses on scalability and effectiveness, whereas we focus on
absolute correctness. The authors find 36 distinct errors, including a bug (rout-
ing loop) in the AODV specification itself.

Grepet and Maag [55] increase test coverage by using generalized test sce-
narios in a study of DSR [72]. The authors construct a formal model of the pro-
tocol using SDL [66]. Assumptions are made regarding stability of routes, etc.,
and node connectivity is modeled using a boolean matrix. Using the model,
test scenarios can be generated for different topological configurations. Be-
cause of nodes behaving the same way, a specification containing only four
nodes and two possible routes can represent a large class of networks. In short,
network nodes that are considered to behave the same way perform the same
operation for a particular type of incoming packet, e.g., intermediate nodes
forwarding a packet in an ad hoc network. The result is that testing coverage
can be increased since there is no need to orchestrate tests so that the real
network topologies exactly match those used in the specification. This line of
reasoning has similarities to our broadcast abstraction in Paper III when we
focus on the PLBD path.

Several researchers propose process calculi suited for modeling and ana-
lyzing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks. Examples include the work of
Singh, Ramakrishnan, and Smolka [125] as well as Godskesen [51]. Central
in both these calculi is that network nodes have a location (which can change)
and broadcasts reach only nodes within transmission range. Protocol models
developed using these formalisms could be used for model checking or for
checking bisimulation equivalence [92].
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7. Conclusions, Impact, and Future
Work

We have investigated, developed and implemented methods to help improve
the correctness of network protocols.

• First, we contributed to the cross-platform development of the LUNAR
ad hoc routing protocol, by implementing Linux kernel functionality us-
ing Windows counterparts. Thereby, the implementation of protocol logic
can stay unmodified between the platforms. The proposed method can be
adapted by others who are constructing cross-platform kernel modules.

• Second, we investigated the scalability of model checking, in terms of net-
work size and topological complexity, as regards to verifying liveness prop-
erties of ad hoc protocols. This led to a suggestion for a broadcast abstrac-
tion which is applicable to protocols which use broadcast solely for route
discovery. The developed protocol models have been useful for other re-
searchers (see, e.g., [56, 142]). Further, the statistics from these studies
can be helpful for determining suitable verification strategies for other ad
hoc routing protocols.

• Third, we performed a large cross-platform measurement study of three ad
hoc routing protocol implementations, AODV-UU, DSR-UU, and OOLSR.
The ability to recreate scenarios in simulation and emulation assisted us in
identifying three protocol problems, unnoticed while testing in the artificial
environments. The methodology is readily applicable to other wireless pro-
tocols. The example study can potentially inspire others to perform stud-
ies of a similar dignity. Often, real-world studies are avoided due to the
potential high costs involved in performing such studies. The discovered
problems can lead to improvements to the protocols, using the suggested
modifications or otherwise.

• Fourth, our work on the graph backwards tool (GBT) we believe is a step
towards simplifying the construction of general proofs of network proto-
col correctness. Modeling using graph transformation systems is visually
attractive, yet powerful verifications can be performed. An example is our
verification of correct routing of the DYMO ad hoc routing protocol. Our
hope is that the tool can be useful for other researchers to build on, or in-
spire them to work on other automatic verification tools which aim to be
user friendly.

• Fifth, our extension of the symbolic backward reachability technique, im-
plemented in GBT, to encompass recursive data structures enables a wider
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range of protocols to be verified. This work extends the possible application
areas of the technology and the GBT implementation.

One class of methods we have not yet examined are probabilistic methods,
for example, probabilistic and timed model checking. An interesting avenue
for future work would be to automatically translate measurement data of real-
world network connectivity into PRISM models and analyze protocol prop-
erties using sampling. This could be a viable approach to study approximate
protocol behavior, for instance of intermittently connected network protocols,
based on realistic node connectivity.

Further, we identify the following interesting directions for future work.

• Analyze more protocols and programs using GBT, in order to provide a va-
riety of examples and identify strengths and weaknesses of the verification
technique.

• In particular, our handling of numerical relations enables abstract modeling
of data. It would be interesting to explore the possibility to model and ver-
ify a search algorithm operating on a recursive data structure, taking into
account the numerical relations between list items. This is in contrast to
abstracting from the data using non-deterministic choice, which is done in
some studies.

• Examine the possibilities to verify liveness properties by some extension
to the GBT technique, e.g., inspired by the work of [1].

• Improve the user interface to GBT; there are several ways that this could
be done. One desirable improvement is to implement a parser for a subset
of the C language, in order to automatically generate graph grammars from
code. Another feature would be a graphical user interface to simplify edit-
ing models and properties and to visualize simulations of designed models
as well as analyzing error traces.

• Provide various low-level usability improvements to GBT, such as the abil-
ity to check that given type constraints really constitute inductive (back-
ward) invariants and exiting with an error message if that is not the case.
Another example is to automatically take the transitive closure of numerical
relations in the right hand sides of provided actions, thus relieving the user
of performing this task. We have implemented many such simple additions,
which significantly improve the usability of the tool, but not all.

• The abstraction introduced using summary nodes can result in spurious
counterexamples being generated. An improvement of the technique would
therefore be a counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR)
procedure, which modifies the summarization of nodes in some way guided
by the spurious counter-trace.

• Provide the user of GBT a selection of instrumentation patterns, useful
for analyzing different types of complex composite data structures. These
patterns can be checked alongside those provided by the user and constitute
auxiliary invariants for facilitating the automatic proof.
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A. GBT Implementation Details

In this appendix, we provide additional details about our GBT implementa-
tion; these details may be useful for a reader developing a graph grammar
verification tool.

Multiplicity Constraints on Hyperedges

In GBT, we let the user define simple data types whose purpose is to reduce
the number of node matchings that need to be considered when rewinding
patterns. In our models, we mainly use two different sorts of such simple data
types. The first sort can be thought of as primitive data types, such as integers
and booleans, modeled using node labels. The semantics of node labels is that
a labeled node cannot map to a node with a different label. We permit an
unlabeled node to map to a node of any label. Labeling a node thus specifies
a type constraint.

The second sort of data type can be thought of as a record type with differ-
ent fields. The GBT user specifies record types using node labels and sets of
patterns provided as part of the system model. The patterns modeling record
types represent system configurations which violate the type constraint. The
fields of the record are modeled using hyperedges that share a node labeled
λ at exactly one index, i. The hyperedges may not be connected to any other
node labeled λ . The node at index i models the record. The patterns are used
to regulate that nodes labeled λ are connected to at most one hyperedge mod-
eling each of the record fields.

Assume ψ is a type constraint pattern and that ϕ is a pattern generated
during our backward analysis. Then, if ϕ � ψ the type constraint has been
violated and ϕ is discarded. For an illustration, see Figure A.1, where we
show four of the type constraint patterns used to define a routing table entry
in our DYMO model. All but one of the type constraint patterns that we use in
our DYMO model consist of two binary hyperedges with the same label; these
hyperedges share exactly one node at an index i. At their other index, they do
not share a node. We describe the type constraint pattern in Figure A.1(a);
the other ones follow the same intuition. The semantics of the type constraint
pattern in Figure A.1(a) is “a node labeled RE is not allowed to be connected
at the first index of two or more hyperedges labeled RouteAddress”. This
defines nodes labeled RE to be connected to at most one RouteAddress
hyperedge at its first index.

For type constraint patterns consisting of two equally labeled hyperedges
of the same arity, sharing exactly one node at index i, we enforce these con-
straints while computing possible node matches. The reason for doing this is
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Figure A.1: Type constraints defining RouteEntry type.

to disregard unfruitful node matchings early, as opposed to generating a pre-
decessor pattern and then checking for subsumption by a type constraint pat-
tern. Assume a type constraint pattern consisting of two hyperedges labeled
λ , with arity k. The hyperedges are e1 = {λ ,−→m} = {λ ,(m1, . . . ,mk)} and
e2 = {λ ,−→n }= {λ ,(n1, . . . ,nk)}. The node mi is the same as the node ni; this
is the only node that is shared between the hyperedges. Now assume that we
are matching nodes between a pattern ϕ and the right hand side, R, of a graph
rewriting rule. Further assume that there is a hyperedge eϕ = {λ ,(p1, . . . , pk)}
in ϕ and a hyperedge eR = {λ ,(q1, . . . ,qk)} in R. We enforce the type con-
straint by requiring that if node pi is mapped to node qi, then node p j must be
mapped to node q j for all 1≤ j≤ k, j 6= i. Node labels must also be respected.

Intuitively, since we use sets to hold the hyperedges of our hypergraphs and
patterns, the rule results in the hyperedges eϕ and eR being forced to merge if
they share the node at index i (and node labels are respected).

Since we permit arbitrary patterns to be given as type constraints, it is possi-
ble to specify other data types than primitives and records. For type constraint
patterns which do not match the above described requirements for defining
part of a record type, we use pattern subsumption to check for type violations.
The only such type constraint pattern in our DYMO verification is shown in
Figure A.2. The meaning of the pattern is that no routing table can contain two
entries for the same destination. It thus defines that the data structure (e.g., a
map) holding the routing table cannot contain duplicate keys.

1 2

3

4

5RouteTable
1 2

RouteEntry
1 2

RouteEntry
1 2

RouteAddress
1

2

RouteAddress
1

2

Figure A.2: The only type constraint pattern in the DYMO model which does not
contain two binary hyperedges which share exactly one node.
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Transitivity of Numerical Relations

Numerical relational edges can give rise to a special situation when nodes
modeling numbers are created by a graph rewriting rule. See Figure A.3 for a
graph rewriting rule illustrating the problem. Note that this is not a contrived
case; this situation occurs in the verification of DYMO, although we simplified
the example here by just drawing the numerical relational edges.

i ii>
2 1

=⇒

i

>

2

1

iiiii =
1 2

=
12

>

2

1

Figure A.3: Graph rewriting rule, α ′′, illustrating special case for numerical relation
handling.

Now consider the pattern ψ in Figure A.4 and the partial injection h = {i 7→
1, ii 7→ 2, iii 7→ 3}. This partial injection should be disregarded according to the
check on Line 5 of the rewinding procedure (Procedure 2 in Paper V). The
reason is that, after mapping nodes, the set of positive hyperedges connected
to node iii in h−1(ψ) is not a subset of the positive edges connected to node
iii in R. We need this constraint to prevent nodes created by a graph rewriting
rule to become connected to hyperedges which are not in their right hand
side; when rewinding this would in practice move the node to the left hand
side, where it does not yet exist.
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Figure A.4: Pattern, ψ , illustrating special case for numerical relation handling.

However, for numerical relational edges, because of transitivity, we need
to be more careful or risk missing valid predecessor patterns. What we do is
to check the numerical relational hyperedges that are connected to node iii in
h−1(ψ) but not to node iii in R. For each of these hyperedges, e, we try to con-
struct an alternative transitive path, using other hyperedges in (h−1(ψ)+ R).
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If we succeed, we remove the edge e from h−1(ψ). If we can remove all such
hyperedges from h−1(ψ), then we can safely rewind the pattern. This is the
case in Figure A.4, where the > hyperedge connecting nodes 3 and 4 can be
removed, since there is a replacing transitive path consisting of the > hyper-
edge connecting nodes 3 and 1, and the > hyperedge connecting nodes 1 and
4. Figure A.5 shows the result of rewinding the pattern ψ over action α ′′ and
then forming the transitive closure of the numerical relational hyperedges. The
rightmost pattern in the figure shows the result of applying the mapping h−1

to ψ and adding it to the right hand side of α ′′. The middle pattern shows the
result of deleting hyperedges from (h−1(ψ)+R) according to the description
above. The leftmost pattern shows the resulting predecessor pattern.
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Figure A.5: Pattern, ψ rewound over graph rewriting rule α ′′.

In some cases, we may also need to add numerical relations to complete
the transitive path. These hyperedges can only be connected to nodes which
are not mapped to nodes created by the graph rewriting rule. The method just
described can be thought of as reconstructing a transitive path that was used
in forming the transitive closure, or as taking the transitive closure backwards.
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B. GBT Language Reference

Below is the grammar of the input language of GBT. This is the language used
in .grm files given to the tool.

grm_file : ’grammar’ str ’{’ initial rulesdef bad

invalid ’}’

str : IDENTIFIER | LITERAL | NUMBER

initial : ’initial’ graphfile

rulesdef : ’rules’ rules

bad : ’bad’ patternfiles

invalid : ’invalid’ patternfiles

graphfile : str

rules : /* empty */ | rule | rules

patternfiles : /* empty */ | patternfile |

patternfiles

rule : str patternfile ’->’ graphfile

patternfile : str

• An IDENTIFIER is any string of alphabetic characters, underscores, dig-
its, or periods, beginning with an alphabetic character.

• A LITERAL is any double-quoted string ("..."), not containing quotes.
• A NUMBER is any string of digits.

graphfile and patternfile are names of .dot files describing hy-
pergraphs and (abstract) patterns respectively. The left hand sides of actions
are (abstract) patterns and the right hand sides are hypergraphs. The node
identifiers (attribute label) are used to determine the mapping between left
and right hand sides of an action.

The .dot files must reside in the same folder as the .grm file. They are
written in a subset of the dot language [130], with the production rules for
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graph, stmt, edge_stmt, edgeRHS, and node_stmt changed as fol-
lows:

graph : graph ID ’{’ stmt_list ’}’

stmt : node_stmt | edge_stmt | ID ’=’ ID

edge_stmt : ID edgeRHS

edgeRHS : ID ’--’ ID attr_list [ edgeRHS ]

node_stmt : ID attr_list

The attribute settings in Table B.1 have a special meaning to GBT. All
other attributes and attribute settings are ignored by GBT and can be used to
improve the visual appearance of the model, when generating model images
with, e.g., Graphviz [53] tools.
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Table B.1: Edge attributes with a special meaning to GBT.

Attribute setting Meaning

shape = box Positive hyperedge

shape =

circle

Positive node

shape =

Mcircle

Summary node

- used to summarize nodes with the same
specified node type (abstraction module)

shape =

doublecircle

Negative node (for use in NACs)

shape =

doubleoctagon

Negative hyperedge (for use in NACs)

shape =

diamond

Positive multiplier node

- used together with attribute match

to multiply hypergraphs/patterns/actions
with different node configurations

label = str Used to give nodes identifiers and hyper-
edges labels

type = str Used for simple typing of nodes; the
string will be part of the node type.
Matches any other string if not given or
given as the empty string. If two nodes
have non-empty strings as their node
types, then these strings must be equal in
order for the nodes to match.

match =

LITERAL

Has a meaning only when used in an
attr_list together with shape =

diamond

- expects a LITERAL with a comma-
separated list of N node identifiers; mul-
tiplies the hypergraph/pattern/action N
times and sets the label of the node to a
new identifier in the given list, for each of
the N hypergraphs/patterns/actions
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C. Running GBT

To run GBT on a system model, go to the directory where the model is located
(this is needed for GBT to find all the .dot files named in the .grm file).

GBT is started using the following command line string:

cat <.grm file> | <path to gbt>/gbt [-d] [-latex]

[-trace] [-a] [-pclabel <PC>]

where

-d turns on debug mode (more verbose)
-latex generates LATEX source from the given system model (along with
.dot files, from which .eps files can be generated).
-trace outputs error trace(s), in case verification fails
-a enables abstraction using summary nodes
-pclabel <PC> enables zero-arity edges with labels starting "PC" to be
interpreted as a certain program line, i.e., "PC2" in a hypergraph or abstract
pattern will mean "program is at line 2".

For example, assume that we are positioned in the folder reverse_gbt,
where the PALE reverse model is located. The GBT binary (called gbt) is
located in the folder above. The command line string used to run a verification
session, with error trace functionality turned on, is then:

cat reverse_auto_verification.grm | ../gbt -a

-pclabel PC -trace
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Summary in Swedish

Att skapa korrekta nätverksprotokoll
Datornätverk finns överallt omkring oss, kanske mest känt för gemene man
är det världsomspännande Internet. Även i en modern bil sitter det ett litet
datornät som möjliggör kommunikation mellan bilens olika enheter. Att Inter-
netuppkopplingen tillfälligt är ur funktion kan för många människor vara fru-
strerande, men leder sällan till allvarliga problem. Om nätverket i ett fordon
havererar kan det emellertid få katastrofala konsekvenser. Denna avhandling
behandlar metoder för att säkerställa att datornätverk fungerar korrekt.

Datorerna i ett nätverk behöver följa regler som stipulerar hur kommunika-
tionen ska gå till; sådana regeluppsättningar kallas för nätverksprotokoll. För
att minska risken för att fel uppkommer där så används olika utvärderingstek-
niker. Dessa går ut på att utsätta protokollen för tester innan de används skarpt.
Mycket vanligt är att man simulerar miljön i vilken ett nätverksprotokoll kom-
mer att användas. Det betyder att alla fysiska komponenter, exempelvis nät-
verkskort, beskrivs med hjälp av datorprogram. Hela systemet körs alltså inne
i en dator. Man använder ofta simuleringar för att det är en relativt effektiv
teknik för att snabbt kunna genomföra många tester under identiska förhållan-
den. Emulering är en annan utvärderingsteknik som innebär att testmiljön är
delvis konstgjord. Exempelvis kan detta innebära att man dämpar den trådlö-
sa kommunikationen mellan ett par datorer för att imitera en situation där de
befinner sig långt ifrån varandra.

Det finns ett antal nackdelar med simulering och emulering. En kommer
sig just av att den simulerade eller emulerade miljön inte alltid representerar
verkligheten på ett realistiskt sätt. Protokollen kan därmed bete sig mycket an-
norlunda när de senare körs i sin verkliga miljö. Ett annat problem är att alla
möjliga situationer som kan uppstå inte kan testas. Testning är inte uttömman-
de eftersom normalt endast ett begränsat antal testfall används. Verifierings-
metoder adresserar detta problem genom att möjliggöra fullständiga kontroller
av korrektheten. En sådan teknik är modellkontroll, vilken gör en uttömmande
undersökning av protokollets möjliga beteenden genom att analysera en mate-
matisk modell av det. Automatiska verifieringstekniker har dock ofta problem
med att skala till storleken hos verkliga nätverk.

För så kallade mobila ad hoc-nätverk blir problemet med att testa eller ve-
rifiera korrektheten ännu mer komplicerat. Dessa datornät består nämligen av
ett antal mobila datorer som kommunicerar trådlöst. Datorerna kan flytta sig
till olika positioner och radiokontakten dem emellan varierar därför – antalet
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möjligheter för vilka som har kontakt med vilka blir lätt enorma. Det behövs
verifieringstekniker som klarar väldigt stora system, till och med utan övre
gräns för nätverkets storlek och rörlighet.

Vårt fokus är på så kallade routingprotokoll, vilka används för att med-
delanden som skickas i nätverket ska hitta fram till sin slutdestination. I ad
hoc-nätverk ställs extra stora krav på de använda programvarorna på grund av
den varierande radiokontakten mellan datorerna. Ett fel som kan uppkomma
är att de dirigerar om meddelanden i en cirkel så att de aldrig når sin slutdes-
tination. Om routingprotokollet inte kan hamna i en sådan situation kallas det
för loopfritt.

Avhandlingens innehåll i stora drag

I denna avhandling förbättrar och utvecklar vi testnings- och verifieringstekni-
ker för nätverksprotokoll. Vårt mål är att göra användningen enklare genom att
tillföra struktur och användarvänlig, automatisk, programvara för testning och
verifiering. På detta sätt hoppas vi att fler personer som utvecklar protokoll för
datornät kan dra nytta av metoderna. Arbetet innehåller flera fallstudier vilka
har utförts för att finna begränsningar hos nuvarande tekniker och utveckla
nya, förbättrade, sådana. Fallstudierna har också ett egenvärde genom att fun-
gera som ett slags instruktion för utvecklare. På så sätt får de möjlighet att
förbättra sin utvärderingsprocess.

Vi genomför en strukturerad experimentell studie av hur tre routingproto-
koll för ad hoc-nät (Ad hoc on-demand distance vector routing, Dynamic sour-
ce routing och Optimized link state routing) fungerar i olika verkliga situatio-
ner genom att mäta deras prestanda. Resultaten jämförs sedan med motsva-
rande resultat i simulering och emulering. På så sätt upptäcker vi felaktigheter
i programvarorna och kan föreslå erforderliga korrigeringar.

Genom vårt arbete med att få routingprotokollet Lightweight underlay
network ad hoc routing (LUNAR) att fungera på olika operativsystem
får vi god insyn i dess funktionalitet. Vi undersöker begränsningarna för
modellkontroll av routingprotokoll för ad hoc-nät genom en fallstudie på
LUNAR. Därvid använder vi två olika verktyg för modellkontroll. Vi föreslår
också en approximativ metod som möjliggör verifiering i större och mer
rörliga nätverk. Dock är metoden fortfarande begränsad till specifika fall.

Slutligen utvecklar vi en teknik och ett datorprogram, kallat Graph back-
wards tool (GBT), för att verifiera egenskaper hos nätverksprotokoll i god-
tyckliga och obegränsat komplexa nätverk, modellerade som hypergrafer. Hy-
pergrafer beskrivs med figurer bestående av ett par enkla grafiska element: no-
der och kanter. Ett valfritt antal av dessa kopplas ihop och bildar godtyckligt
stora strukturer, som beskriver tillståndet hos ett system. Med GBT genom-
för vi en fallstudie på routingprotokollet Dynamic mobile ad hoc network on-
demand routing (DYMO) och verifierar automatiskt loopfrihet. DYMO grans-
kas för närvarande av Internet engineering task force (IETF) för att möjligen
bli en Internetstandard. GBT är ett flexibelt verifieringsramverk och vi har
även implementerat möjligheten att automatiskt verifiera program som använ-
der komplexa datastrukturer. Detta ökar användbarheten för metoden eftersom
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nätverksprotokoll kan använda sig av sådana datastrukturer för att lagra infor-
mation. Vi demonstrerar att tekniken fungerar genom några fallstudier.
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